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UR. TAYLO SCUSSES 
COOPERATIVE SOCIETY 
BEFORE STUDENT CLUB 
Political Science Club Hears 
Economics Head-Movement 
Started by Owen 
U. S. IN FIRST STAGE 
Seven Million Members Listed in 
England; Switzerland and 
Denmark Advanced 
Friday, November ll---4The second 
meeting of the Political Science Club 
was held tonight, with Professor Tay-
lor, head of the Economics depart-
ment, as guest speaker. Professor 
Taylor spoke on the Cooperative 
movement. 
Although it is the common belief 
that the Consumers' Cooperative 
movement started about 1930, the 
movement is much older than that 
abroad. It probably originated with 
mild Socialists, such as Robert Owen, 
who is generally considered to be the 
father of the movement. The Con-
sumers' Cooperatives started in 1844, 
some time after the Producers' Co-
operative movement had been origi-
nated. The producers' movement has 
found its greatest use in agriculture. 
National and even international 
groups of Consumers' Cooperatives 
were formed. The tendency was for 
separate retailing establishments to 
combine into organizations similar to 
chain stores. The organization gradu-
ally assumes the form of a vertical 
corporation. 
In the United States, the speaker 
stated, the movement has not gone 
beyond its first stage. But there are 
7,000,000 members in England and 
10% of the goods sold in Sweden are 
sold by Cooperatives. The movement 
has gone as far in Switzerland and 
Denmark as it has anywhere else. 
Russia once had 15,000,000 members, 
but the organization was absorbed 
nto the five-year plan. There have 
been many clashes with producers' 
cooperatives and with private organi-
zations. 
Since 1930 the Consumers' Coopera-
tive movement has aroused much in-
terest in the United States. This is 
partly due to the fact that the depres-
sion has made Americans economi-
cally minded, and partly to the fact 
that many consumers feel that adver-
tising is more to the disadvantage of 
the consumer. They feel that com-
(Continued on page 8.) 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
START ON SATURDAY 
Once again with the termination of 
the football season the intramural 
sports program begins. Competition 
among the various fraternity and neu-
tral teams begins this week for the 
possession of the coveted Alumni 
Trophy, which now resides in St. An-
thony Hall. The squash racquets cup, 
which al so has been placed over the 
fireplace in St. Anthony Hall, and the 
water baseball cup, which adorns the 
Psi Upsilon house, are the important 
awards of the fall season. The win-
ning of either one of these cups will 
~rve a team fifteen points towards 
the Alumni Trophy. 
As usual, the completed schedule 
includes twelve teams, eight fratE-r-
nities. the Commons Club, and three 
neutral teams. On November 19, the 
competition in water baseball will 
begin. The schedule for that day is as 
follows: 
Commons Club vs. Delta Phi'. 
Delta Kappa Epsilon vs. Sigma Nu. 
Continued on '(>age 2.) 
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MEETING OF FRENCH CLASS 
Le Cercle Francais will hold its 
first meeting of the year tonight 
at 9 o'clock in Seabury 6a. All 
former members and friends of the 
club as well as new students inter-
ested in French are cordially in-
vited to attend. 
TRINITY REVIEW TO BE 
NAME OF NEW MAGAZINE 
'! PRIZE CONTEST 
The editors of the "Reader's 
Digest" are gathering material for 
an article on College pranks and 
are offering a prize of $25 for 
every anecdote that is used in the 
article. Originality will count. 
Any ·contributions should be ad-
dressed to "Reader's Digest," 
Pleasantville, N. Y. 
CENTER STAGE FEATURED 
IN JESTERS' PRODUCTION 
Artistic Medium New to Hartford 
to be Used in Premiere 
on December Tenth 
"The Late Christopher Bean," which 
the Trinity Jesters and Wig and Can-
dle of Connecticut College for Women 
are rehearsing for presentation on 
December 3 and 4 in New London, and 
December 10 in Hartford, promises to 
be the most interesting dramatic de-
velopment which has appeared at 
Trinity or in the City of Hartford for 
many year.s. 
The reason for this unusual interest 
revolves around two words, "Center 
Stage." The entire action of this 
play when it is presented here, will 
occur upon a platform in the main 
hall of the Hartford Club and in the 
twenty-four feet of aisle between this 
elevated platform and the auditorium 
door. The audience will be seated on 
all sides of the stage, and will not 
be shut off from the action by the 
customary "screen" of footlights, 
spots, floods and curtains. 
There are many advantages in pro-
ducing a play on center stage. It is 
a very ipformal method, placing the 
actors as near as possible to the 
audience without hiding them from 
view. A great amount of artificialty 
is removed in this way so that the 
performances of the actors are put 
across much more easily and convinc-
ingly than from the conventional 
stage. 
The directress of "The Late Chris-
topher Bean", Mrs. J . H. Ray, com-
pares the center stage to sculpture 
"in the round" as distinguished from 
relief which represents the conven-
tional type. Although the pictorial 
effect may be obtained by relief, Mrs. 
Ray claims that "in the round" is far 
(Continued on page 7.) 
Board Announces Prizes Will be 
Awarded for Best Articles 
in January Issue 
DEADLINE DECEMBER 1 
The name of Trinity's new literary 
magazine has been changed to "The 
Trinity Review", it was announced 
this week. J osias Cromwell, '39, is 
the editor-in-chief of the magazine, 
and he is to be assisted by ·a board 
of ten members. 
"The Review" is sponsoring a con-
test, the terms of which follow: a 
first prize of five dollars will be 
given for the best contribution in any 
literary form, this contribution to be 
printed in the first issue of the maga-
zine; three additional prizes of a 
year's subscription to "The Review" 
will be awarded for the best contribu-
tions in (1) Poetry, (2) Ess·ay and 
(3) Short Story, or Play. The closing 
day for this contest is December 1. 
The board would appreciate, however, 
as much material as possible before 
their next meeting on November 20. 
The Faculty is giving "The Review" 
financial as well as moral support, 
thus 'avoiding the necessity for the 
encumbrance of advertisements. In 
size, the magazine will be slightly 
smaller than "Harper's." The purpose 
of "The Review", well-known now to 
most people on the campus, is to 
foster creative literary effort at Trin-
ity, and to furnish an organ for the 
recognition of this effort. The board 
will endeavor to keep the standards 
of the magazine as high as possible. 
A large circulation among the Alumm 
as well as among the student body 
is hoped for. Contributions will be 
accepted from Alumni and all stu-
dents. 
The types of literature to be used 
are short story, essay, and poetry. 
There is a need for heelers who are 
interested in this project and who are 
willing to carry on this work for 
years to come. The first issue should 
appear shortly after the Christmas 
vacation, and plans 'are already being 
made for the second issue which is 
(Continued on page 5.) 
YEARLINGS END SEASON 
BY CRUSHING SUFFIELD 
Frosh Romp to Six Scores Over 
Opponents as Mugford and 
Kramer Lead Attack 
Saturday, November 12 - Coach 
Erickson's Blue and Gold pigskin 
pushers ran wild over the Black and 
Orange Suffield eleven this afternoon 
41-0, consummating their victorious 
season. Suffield, as it turned out, 
had but two wins and four defeats. 
Kramer kicked off for Trinity at 
the first whistle. After a few inter-
cepted passes-one by ~ugford-and 
some preliminary antics, the Trinmen 
set to work. Kramer and Fasi per-
formed a few morale-shattering tack-
les on the Suffield backs and the frosh 
got the ball. Fresher tested the Suf-
field line, and then Mugford sliced 
off left tackle under cover of perfect 
blocking and reversed his field to 
travel 40 yards for the first Trinity 
touchdown. Kramer converted, set-
ting a lead for Suffield to offset. 
Kramer again kicked off to Suf-
field, with Will stopping the receiver 
before he could move on Suffield's 
30 - yard line. The Trinity line 
smothered the first Suffield play. 
Kramer picked up the ball-carrier 
gently on the second play, leaving 
him carefully ten yards behind the 
scrimmage line out of harm's way. 
Thus ended the first quarter. 
Trinity found the ball soon after 
the opening of the second quarter. 
Passes from Mugford to Beidler and 
Mugford to Spaulding netted 25 yards. 
A line plunge by Kramer earned a 
first down. A Spaulding reverse got 
four yards around Suffield's right 
end. Then Mugford carried the ball 
(Continued on page 2.) 
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Sixtieth Anniversary of Moving of College to Present 
Site is Marked This Year-First Plans Yet Uncompleted 
By George F. Butterworth, '41 
Sixty years ago students of Trinity 
College were just becoming accus-
tomed to the glories of the palatial 
accommodations of Jarvis Hall, and 
the awesorn,e splendor of the Seabury 
Lecture rooms. Trinity had just 
moved up on the hill from its former 
position on the State Capitol grounds. 
Because student bodies change quick-
ly, there are few men on the campus 
today who have heard more than a 
word of the old campus, and fewer 
still who know the joys and sorrows 
of the moving. As a celebration of 
the sixtieth anniversary of the mov-
ing, the Tripod prints some extracts 
from the college catalogues and news-
paper concerning the changes. 
Washington College received its 
charter on May 22, 1823, and the fol-
lowing year two buildings were 
erected on the ground now occupied 
by the State Capitol. By the year 
1873 it consisted of four buildings: 
Seabury Hall, containing the college 
chapel, Jarvis and Brownell Halls, 
used for dormitories and lecture 
when the college catalogue for 1873-
74 came out, was there any official 
announcement of that feeling. At 
that time, the purchase of a new site 
for the college, a tract of land for-
merly known as the Stone Quarries, 
and the sale of the old site to the 
state for a Capitol building, was an-
nounced along with a plan for the new 
buildings. The old site was reserved 
for use until the spring of '77 except 
for Brownell Hall, the north dormi-
tory, which was to be partly removed 
to permit the erection of the Capitol. 
Quoting the announcement, ".A$ re-
gards the buildings, very extensive 
and beautiful plans have been drawn 
up by the eminent London architect, 
Mr. W. Burges .... The buildings con-
templated in the plan are; 1, a Chap-
el; 2, a library; 3, a Museum; 4, a 
Hall (Dining); 5, an Art Gallery; 6, 
a Theatre; 7, a series of Lecture 
Rooms; 8, a Reading Room and 
Rooms for Literary Societies; 9, Dor-
mitories for three hundred students; 
10, an Astronomical Observatory; 11, 
Houses for the President and Profes-
rooms, andi a gymnasium. For some sors." 
years the college had felt confined in "Parts of this plan to be erected 
these quarters, but not until 1873, within the next three years after 
April, 1874 are: part of the Chapel; 
the Library entire; part of the Hall; 
two blocks of Stu~nt ~ormitories 
with accommodation for one hundred 
and fifty students; one block of lec-
ture rooms and five Professors' 
Houses." 
"The Architecture is Early English, 
which is the most graceful of all the 
pointed styles. Its lines are the most 
graceful, and the finest effects are 
here produced by the simplest means." 
The next catalogue, 1874-75, an-
nounced that the plans and estimates 
had been approved and that work 
would begin in the spring of '75 as 
soon as the weather should permit. 
On the afternoon of Commencement 
Day, July 1, 1875, ground was broken 
for the new buildings with appropri-
ate ceremony. 
Mr. Burges' plan called for four 
quadrangles, but his plan was altered 
before building started, to include 
three quadrangles, the center one to 
be twice the size of the others. The 
buildings which were begun were to 
form the west side of the central quad-
rangle. 
The 1876-77 catalogue describes 
(Continued on page 6.) 
Number 8 
NOTED ALUMNUS GIVES 
TROPHY FOR PROMOTION 
OF FRATERNITY SINGING 
Robert S. Morris, '16, Organizes 
Yearly Contests; First Will 
Be Held in Spring 
RULES ANNOUNCED 
Eight Fraternities, Commons Club 
Will Compete in Contest to 
Promote Group Singing 
By Jac Cushman, '42 
Friday, November 11-It was an-
nounced today, in an interview with 
·rom Wadlow, Alumni Secretary, that 
Robert S. Morris, '16, one of the col-
lege's best known and most loyal 
alumni, has organized plans for a 
yearly Interfraternity Singing Contest 
to be held F<ome time in the spring. 
~r. Morris has also agreed to provide 
a handsome cup for the occasion. 
The idea of having competitive 
singing among the various social 
groups in the College was conceived 
by Mr. Morris with the hope that such 
competition would each year train a 
large group of men to become leaders 
in the, at present, somewhat lost 
science of voice culture. 
While attending Trinity, .~r. Mor-
ris was very interested in group sing-
ing and was disappointed that the Col-
lege provided so few opportunities in 
that field. As an alumnus he has 
been active in several important sing-
ing groups and is at present a mem-
ber of the Hartford Choral C1ub. One 
of his great ambitions has been to 
make Trinity singing conscious, for, 
as Mr. Wadlow declared, "Good co-
operative singing is one of the most 
enjoyable and valuable activities that 
can be provided by a college." 
A list of rules has been drawn up 
for the Contest and has been sub-
mitted to the College authorities and 
approved. After each fraternity has 
sung its numbers, it is hoped that the 
competing groups will get together 
and offer several songs as a group. 
Such singing would provide addition-
al experience for the singers and 
would make for greater interest 
among the student body. 
The present plan concerning the 
trophy is to engrave the name of the 
winning fraternity on it and to give it 
to the victorious group for the pe-
riod of a year; however, this plan is 
not as yet very definite. 
The follcwing rules are the official 
directions which will be followed by 
(Continued on page 7.) 
DETROIT ALUMNI PLAN 
MEETING NEXT MONTH 
Mr. Norton Ives, '16, writes that 
with the cooperation of Sidney Miller, 
'85, Fr·ancis Creamer, '23, Jim Web-
ber, '34, and Parker Holden, '18, he 
is making plans to organize the 
Detroit alumni group on a more 
active and stronger basis. 
He expects to raise a fund of $30 
or $35 from the annual dues of $1 
levied ut>on the Detroit alumni, with 
which to· purchase two awards to be 
presented each year to the outstand-
ing senior ·at Cranbrook School and 
at Grosse l'ointe High School. 
A meeting of the Detroit alumni 
is scheduled to be held at the Uni-
versity Club in Detroit on the evening· 
of December 6. The meeting will not 
be a dinner affair. It has been sug-
gested that the recently appointed 
Superintendent of Schools of Grosse 
Pointe, Mlr. Y.anKleek speak on 
"What the High School Boy Expects 
and Should Get From an American 
College Today." 
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TRINITY-THE SINGING COLLEGE 
By RobertS. Morris, '16 
The writer had scarcely tumbled from his cradle and learned 
to navigate abroad under his own steam when he found himself 
tied hard and fast, heart and soul, to Trinity. This indissoluble 
alliance was consummated the day he discovered that he was big 
enough to scramble laboriously over the old board fence and wit-
ness his first Trinity game. From that moment he just naturally 
became the holder of an irrevocable "fence ticket" and a standing 
invitation to all campus festivities. With the march of time boy-
hood memories inevitably merged into undergraduate experiences 
but, believe it or not, the most vivid recollection of the early 
Trinity that has sifted down through countless, kaleidoscopic 
impressions, is the more or less doubtful harmony of "Sweet 
Adeline" as it floated across the campus of a soft, balmy spring 
evening many (exact number deleted) years ago. 
From the earliest records of American student life we discover 
that song and student were inseparable. Long before the poor 
little Whiffenpoof "lambs" gathered round the tables at Mory's 
to raise high their collective glasses under the magic spell of song, 
students were wont to gather at any time and in almost any place 
for the express purpose of singing together. Their efforts rarely 
contributed to the art of bel canto so successfully and enjoyably 
;practiced by the Trinity Glee Club under Mr. Watters' talente_d 
direction, nor was there the nicely turned result that does cred1t 
to Dr. Arne's paternity of the glee as we know it. More often 
o:ri.e heard an exhortation to the landlord to "fill the flowing bowl" 
or the oft repeated declaration as to the nature of the weather 
"when good fellows get together." Albeit, there is something 
infectious and satisfying in good free song from the throats of 
enthusiastic males; for song stirs pleasant memories and uplifts 
the inner man. Let us rejoice that this free-for-all, catch-as-
catch can, singing has always been an outstanding feature of 
college life for it has provided an important running accompani-
ment to the main theme of this discussion-mass singing. 
At many New England colleges singing has long been tradi-
tional. Wesleyan has surely substantiated her claim to the "Sing-
ing College of New England," although we subscribe to the belief 
that Amherst and Williams are also well in the van. The reason 
is not far to seek. The fraternities at these institutions sing 
regularly at table, and informal competition among the houses 
on Sunday afternoons or 'in the twilight of pleasant spring eve-
nings has been the custom for countless student generations. Of 
recent years Interfraternity Sing Contests at Wesleyan, Dart-
mouth and Bowdoin have elicited much genuine enthusiasm both 
on the part of the contestants and the large, informal audiences 
that have attended. These contests, held of a spring evening on 
the steps of an ivy-covered hall, have not only encouraged ~etter 
group singing in the college~ but have also promoted fnen~Uy 
relations between the competmg groups. At Wesleyan the smg 
ushers in the Sub-Freshman Week-end-once a time-honored in-
stitution at Trinity and an effective instrument for interesting 
the youth in our college-and calls forth as much brisk, bustling 
activity as a house party or Little Three encounter. 
But where does Trinity fit into this scheme of things? Apart 
from our Glee Club, which we proudly acclaim as one of the lead-
ers among the New England liberal arts colleges, there is little 
campus singing. At athletic games it is but a memory and one 
might regretfully admit that group singing with us reached its 
apogee some years ago and has remained there. Recognition 
should be given, however, to the spontaneity with which an occa-
sional song bursts forth from the Trinity section at the recent 
Wesleyan game, indicating that the urge to sing is unmistakably 
with us although it needs encourag·ement and suitable direction. 
We may be thankful that many of the Fraternities have nourished 
the happy custom of singing, at least within their four walls. 
may we hope that their combined interest will ignite a spark that 
will rapidly sweep our whole campus into a roaring flame of song? 
A DREAM FULFILLED 
The recent news of the formation of a literary society at 
Trinity and of aJ magazine, The Trinity Review,. to be published 
by the Society biennially, was of particular interest to us, since 
for years we have heard complaint upon complaint concerning the 
non-existence of the same. Until this year, however, no one out of 
all this anvil chorus has been constructive enough to organize an 
attempt at creating a society and magazine. 
Now that some one has at last possessed the initiative to bring 
about the realization of this age-old dream which has haunted the 
Trinity literati for so many years, we should probably feel quite 
happy about the situation in general. Yet although we feel that 
high credit is due the charter members of this new society for 
their efforts and zeal, an inherent pessimism causes us to slide 
into the role of "Doubting Thomases." For four years we have 
seen one attempt after another at creating worthwhile campus 
organizations come! to naught because of general student inertia 
and apathy. Is it any wonder that, although we wish this fine 
project to enjoy all possible success, we feel dubious as to its 
chances here at Trinity where the majority of the college body 
seems almost devoid of enterprise? 
Let us review the treatment which Trinity has accorded its 
various extra-curricular societies during the past several years 
and thereby provide parallels justifying our pessimism. Once 
there was a debating group, The Athenaeum, here which enjoyed 
considerable success in meets with other colleges. That organiza-
tion is at present quite inactive due to lack of student support. 
In fact, no one has even heard of it for two years. And then there 
was a religious group, The Seabury Society, formed by several 
enthusiasts two years ago. That society, though supposedly still 
a living organism, might as well be cremated for all that any one 
ever hears of its doings. Even the Rifle Club and good old Kappa 
Beta Phi have vanished from our midst. The German Club went 
under three years ago, and there is a rumor that dur ing the last 
year or so of its existence it was partially supported by one loyal 
undergraduate member. Worse still, only a handful of aspirants 
turn out yearly to support the Tripod-a handful shockingly dis-
proportionate in ratio to the total college enrollment. Why, we 
can't even work up sufficient campus spirit to stage a decent 
rally before our major football games. In short, Trinity seems 
to have departed from the bustling standards of the Twentieth 
Century and lapsed back into some medieval era of mass apathy 
(for parallel see Mark Twain's Connecticut Yankee ). 
Taking up somewhat of a 'do or die' attitude (or 'don't give 
up the ship'), we feel compelled to state that if the students can 
sufficiently rouse themselves from terror to make The Trinity 
Review a real success as it deserves to be, the ebb-tide may yet 
be turned, the 'sea of faith' may yet be at its full. Trinity is 
now at the cross-roads, for, while the general state of affairs is 
at a shocking low, there do exist a few phases of undergraduate 
activity which are receiving unusual student backing. The 
Newman Society, recently formed for Trinity's Catholic students, 
seems to be a live-wire organization, as does the college glee club, 
which has been wonderfully managed by Dr. Watters. If we can 
rally round and put this magazine on a similar basis, the extra-
curricular atmosphere may yet take on the Autumn tang and 
vigor which for so long it has lacked. 
That is our stand, and we invoke the aid of all literary-minded 
students, as well as the financial assistance of the college body, in 
promoting this new enterprise and assuring it permanence at 
Trinity. 
FROSH FOOTBALL and Mugford in the Trinity backfield. 
(Continued from page 1.) Kr amer had all the power and speed 
close to the touchdown line. After of the proverbial Buick, while Mug-
a fumble, Spaulding carried the ball ford is one of the best broken-field 
over, and a pass, Mugford to Kramer, runners s·een on the freshman squad 
made the score 14 to 0, in favor of for seve1~al years. In the line, Vier-
Trinity's freshmen. ing with his hard charging and Cap-
Kramer kicked off after the second tain Will, are perhaps most worthy 
touchdown and the half ended quietly. of note. The ends, Fazzi and Biedler, 
Trinity received the ball, beginning I did splendid work in blocking the Suf-
the second half. Mugford on the sec- field ends when they went down under 
ond play ran from Trinity's 30 yard kicks as well as catching a few passes. 
line to Suffield's goal line, but a hoof- The blocking and tackling of the 
print just out of bounds near Suf- Trinity freshmen was at all times re-
field's 30 yard line recalled the play. rnlarkable. 
Kramer, however, after a series of =============== 
line plunges scored again and a pass 
-Mugford to Fasi-raised Trinity's 
total score to 21 to 0. There were no 
more points scored in the third quar-
ter. 
Kramer and Mugford urged the ball 
up to the Suffield goal line early in 
the last quarter. Then Mugford 
walked over for a touchdown. Kra-
mer failed to kick the point, leaving 
the score 27 to 0. Another touch-
down by Kr.amer quickjly followed 
with a point by Mugford on a fake 
drop-kick play. Kiser, a Trinity sub-
stitute, formerly of Suffield, made the 
last touchdown for the Trinity fresh-
men. Kramer kicked the point-final 
score, 41 to 0. 
Notable work was done by Krainer 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
(Continued from page 1.) 
Psi Upsilon vs. Alpha Chi Rho. 
Anyone can enter the water base-
hall competition who has not made his 
varsity letter in swimming. 
Also the following squash racquets 
matchP-s must be played by the same 
date, November 19: 
St. Anthony vs. Alpha Chi Rho. 
Alpha Tau Kappa vs. Commons Club. 
Psi Upsilon vs. Alpha Delta Phi. 
In order to enter the squash 
racquets competition, a team must 
consist of five men, ranked according 
to ability. All matches are played 
for the best three out of five games. 
The basketball ·season will get un-
der way· after · the Christi?as holiday. 
November 15, 1938 
Alumni News 
John P. Cotter, '33, has opened 
offices for the general practice of 
law in the Hartford-Connecticut Trust 
Building at 750 Main Street, Hart 
ford. Mr. Cotter graduated from the 
Law School of Harvard in 1936 and 
was admitted to the Connecticut bar 
the same year. Since his admission 
to the bar he has been associated wi~h 
the law firm of Day, Berry & Howard 
* * Charles H. Young, '91, is acting 
this year as headmaster of the Iolan· 
School, Episcopal Church School for 
Boys, Honolulu. The Rt. Rev. Har 
rington Littell, '95, who is Bishop of 
Honolulu, is the warden of the school 
* * 
H. I. Maxson, '09, of Dallas, Texas 
has recently become the grandfather 
of the Class Grandchild of '09. Mr 
M•axson's daughter, Barbara, who w11.s 
the Class Baby of 1909, is now Mrs 
0. T. Turner and she just had a son 
David. * * 
The Rev. Charles F. Whistan, '26 
after spending a number of years in 
China, is now Rector of St. Stephen's 
Church, Middlebury, Vt. 
* • 
Ora W. Craig, '03, was Secretary 
of the Constitutional Conv-ention of 
the State of New Hampshire which 
met in May and June of this year. 
* "' 
Jerome P. Webst er, '06, of New 
York was r ecently elected Chairman 
of the Board of Tr ust ees of Holder 
ness School, Holderness, New Hamp 
shire. Dr. Webster is Associate Pro 
fessor of Surgery at t he College of 
Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia 
University. He r eceived his honorary 
degree from Trinity last June. 
* * Rex J. Howard, '34, is now con 
uected with the law firm of Chad 
bourne, Hunt, Jaeckel, & Br own of 
70 Pine Street, New York City. 
• • 
John N. Macirnes, '30, who is t each 
ing at St. Andrew's School, Middle 
town, Delaware, announces the birth 
of -a da ughter, J ean Brookt~ on F ri 
day, September 15. He says that he 
is sorry that he is unable to make 
application for the n ew arrival at 
Trinity College, put holds a wish that 
by the time Jean grows up 'co-educa 
tion will have been introduced. 
• • 
Dr. Theodore W. Jones, '25, was 
recently married to Miss Elizabeth 
Gamewell at the Pittsfield Episcopal 
Church by his father, the Rev. Dr. 
William Jones. Dr. J ones graduated 
from the Vanderbilt Univer sity Med 
ical School and did post-graduate 
work at Western Reserve and the 
University of Toronto Medical School. 
The couple will reside in Pittsfield. 
• * 
Abraham Hackman, '30, was. r e 
cently awarded t he First E xecutive 
Training Prize for excellence in the 
Executive Training Course which the 
Macy Stores conduct. Mr. Hackman 
made Phi Beta Kappa at Trinity and 
then went to the Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute where he took his mas 
ter's and Ph.D. in mathematics. 
* * 
After 46 years, the longest service 
of any Federal jurist in American 
annals, the Ron. Joseph Buffington, 
'75, and Ron. LL.D., '90, has retired 
from the United States Circuit Court 
of Philadelphia. 
• * 
Peter F. Mitchell, '36, was recently 
married to Miss Elizabeth C. Sanborn 
at the Little Church Around the Cor-
ner, New York. Mr. Mitchell is an 
engineer with the firm of Holway & 
Neuffer, working on the constr uction 
of the Pensacola Dam on the Grand 
River. * * 
At a recent meeting of the New 
York Chapter of the American Insti-
tute of Architects, Robert B. O'Con-
nor, '16, was elected Secretary. 
* * 
Robert N. Roach, '35, was recently 
married to Miss Frances A. Prender-
gas·t . Mr. Roach' is a special agent 
for the Connecticut General Life In-
surance Company. 
* * A scroll bearing a printed message 
of appreciation for his 25 years' ser-
(Continued on page 6.) 
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Class of 1875: 67% 
The Ron. Joseph Buffington 
Grenville Kane 
Class of 1877: 29% 
William G. Mather 
Edward M. Scudder 
Class of 1880: 100% 
Edward D. Appleton 
FrankL. Wilcox 
Frederick P. Wilcox 
Class of 1882: 54% 
Rev. Clarence E. Ball 
Rev. Charles W. Coit 
Charles Z. Gould 
Charles E. Hotchkiss 
Frederick P. Marble 
James R. Strong 
Rev. Samuel N. Watson 
Class of 1883: 63% 
George Greene 
Rev. J. Frederick Sexton 
Rev. WilliamS. Short 
Hobart W. Thompson 
Frank D. Woodruff 
Class of 1884: 100% 
Prof. Charles M. Andrews 
Rev. William S. Barrows 
William C. Derrung, M.D. 
William H. Hitchcock 
Frank E. Johnson 
Lawson Purdy 
Frank W. Richardson 
Frank F. Russell 
Rev. Edgar L. Sanford 
Class of 1885: 75% 
· Sidney T. Miller 
Rev. Samuel S. Mitchell ' 
Frank F. Russell. 
Class of 1886: 67% 
George E. Beers 
Prof. Clarence G. Child 
Class of 1887: 75% 
Rev. William A. Beardsley 
Rev. G. Calvert Carter 
Martyn J. Coster 
Albert C. Hamlin 
Howard A. Pinney 
Rev. Francis B. Whitcome 
Class of 1888: 73% 
Prof. Henry M. Belden 
Rev. Godfrey M. Brinley 
Dr. John T. Carpenter 
Louis W. Downes 
John P. Elton 
William B. Goodwin 
WilliamS. Hubbard, M.D. 
Richard M. Hurd 
Rev. William N. Jones 
Charles E. Purdy 
Rev. Francis P. Willes 
Class of 1889: 17% 
Rev. Arthur Chase 
Rev. Edward T. Sullivan 
Class of 1890: 100% 
Rev. H. Hobart Barber 
R. McClelland Brady 
Col. W. E. A. Bulkeley 
E. Brainerd Bulkley 
Rev. Thomas A. Conover 
Rev. Anthon T. Gesner 
Clifford S. Griswold 
John B. McCook, M.D. 
Rev. Guy W. Miner 
Rev. William Pressey 
Rev. George W. Sargent 
Class of 1891: 23% 
John B. Burnham 
George N. Hamlin 
Edward R. Lampson, M.D. 
Rev. Charles N. Shepard 
Rev. Charles H. Young 
· Class of 1892: 19% 
Thomas McKean 
Isaac D. Russell 
James A. Turnbull 
Class of 1893: 19% 
Robert P. Bates 
Charles A. Lewis 
Luke V. Lockwood 
Rev. William P. Niles 
Class of 1894: 25% 
Rt. Rev. Cameron J. Davis 
Howard Greenley 
Rt. Rev. Robert L. Paddock 
Charles F. Weed 
Class of 1895: 25% 
Charles Gallagher 
Rt. Rev. S. Harrington Littell 
Hon. Philip J. McCook 
Very Rev. John M. McGann 
Class of 1896: 22% 
John F. Forward 
Rev. George F. Langdon 
William S. Langford 
Charles H. Street 
Philip C. Washburn, M.D. 
Class of 1897: 9% 
Robert S. Starr, M.D. 
Rev. William, Curtis White 
Class of 1898: 25% 
William M. Austin 
JohnS. Davenport 
Leonard A. Ellis 
Joseph H. Lecour 
Lloyd G. Reynolds 
Charles G. Woodward 
Class of 1899: 39% 
Frederic S. Bacon 
Reuel A. Benson, M.D. 
Rev. Cranston Brenton 
William H. Eaton 
Francis H. Glazebrook, M.D. 
Rev. Charles B. Hedrick 
Elton G. Littell, M.D. 
Rt. Rev. Frank A. McElwain 
Victor F. Morgan 
Adrian H. Onderdonk 
Prof. Daniel H. Verder 
Class of 1900 ' 25% 
Frank T. Baldwin 
Roelif H. Brooks 
Lt. Col. John K. Clement 
Robert J. Fagan 
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David B. Jewett, M.D. 
Edwin P. Taylor, Jr. 
Class of 1901: 21% 
Rev. George G. Burbanck 
Martin W. Clement 
Rev. Frank S. Morehouse 
Harold H. Rudd 
James Albert Wales 
Class of 1902: 19% 
Joseph B. Crane 
Edward Goodridge 
Rev. James Henderson 
WilliamS. Hyde 
Edward H. Lorenz 
Rev. John W. Walker 
Class of 1903: 20% 
Karl Fenning 
J. McAlpine Johnson 
William Larchar 
Henry L. G. Meyer 
S. St. John Morgan 
Class of 1904: 20% 
Rev. Frederick B. Bartlett 
Theodore N. Denslow 
Frank H. Ensign 
Class of 1905: 13% 
Charles Francis Clement 
Robert LeRoy Eaton 
Rev. Charles J. Harriman 
Rt. Rev. W. Blair Roberts 
Class of 1906: 55% 
Henry G. Barbour, M.D. 
Garrett D. Bowne, Jr. 
Clifton C. Brainerd 
Hill Burgwin 
Robert P. Butler 
Prof. F. A. G. Cowper 
Philip E. Curtiss 
Rev. H. de Wolf deMauriac 
Everett S. Fallow 
Sydney W. Fiske 
Rev. Dwight W. Graham 
Walter T. Grange 
Austin D. Haight 
Frederick C. Hinkel, Jr. 
Owen Morgan 
Victor E. Rehr 
Thomas T. Weeks 
Class of 1907: 9% 
Rev. Gerald A. Cunningham 
Rev. Raymond Cunningham 
Charles V. Ferguson 
Class of 1908: 30% 
Saul Berman 
Paul M. Butterworth 
James Brewster 
Louis S. Buths 
James K. Edsall 
Thomas B. Myers 
Thomas M:Phillips 
Karl A. Reiche 
Prof. Harold E. Robbins 
H. Irving Skilton 
Ralph R. Wolfe 
Gerald M. Wrisley 
Class of 1909: 39% 
Clinton J. Backus 
Rev. Paul H. Barbour 
William S. Buchanan 
Corwin M. Butterworth 
Paul M. Butterworth 
Robert M. Cadman 
J. Stratton Carpenter, M.D. 
Walter E. Claussen 
Michael A. Connor 
Alexander W. Creedon 
Leonard J. Dibble 
William Dwyer, M.D. 
Frederick T. Gilbert 
Karl W. Hallden 
Lewis G. Harriman 
Harry I. Maxson 
Frank C. Rich 
Edward K. Roberts 
Rev. Paul Roberts 
Class o£11910: 20% 
Raymond C. Abbey 
George C. Capen 
John R. Cook 
Harold C. Green 
Frederick S. Kedney 
William J. Nelson 
William G. Oliver 
Ewald E. Olsson, M.D. 
John H. T. Sweet, Jr., M.D'; 
Jerome P. Webster, M.D. 
Class of 1911: 11% 
William G. Berman 
Reginald Burbank, M.D. 
Walter M. Farrow 
Levi P. M. Hickey 
Harold C. Jaquith 
Gordon W. Stewart 
Paul H. Taylor 
Class of 1912: 29% 
William A. Bird, IV 
C. Edwin Blake 
Chapin Carpenter, M.D. 
W. Redmond Curtis 
Thom"s F. Flanagan 
Paul F. Herrick 
Carlos S. Holcomb 
Walter A. Jamieson 
K. Maxwell Kendall 
Clarence I. Penn 
D. Schuyler Pulford, M.D. 
Erwin Rankin 
Raymond H. Segur 
Harry Wessels 
Class of 1913: 29% 
William P. Barber, Jr. 
Thomas G. Brown 
Kenneth B. Case 
N aaman Cohen 
Allan B. Cook 
George G. Germaine 
Guy C. Heather 
Edward W. Jewett 
Alfred J. L'Heureux 
WalterS. Marsden 
Arthur F. Peaslee 
Robert W. Thomas 
Eliot L. Ward 
Robert P. Withington 
Class of 1914: 14% 
Edwin M. Barton 
Kenneth W. Boynton 
George C. Burgwin, Jr. 
Louis 0. deRonge 
Raymond H. Dexter 
DONORS TO ALUMNI FUND 
FOR 1937-38 SET RECORD 
444 Contributed During Year, 
Report Reveals Budget for 
This Season is $5400 
Figures released recently by the of-
fice of the Alumni Secretary reveal 
that during the year 1937-38 the num-
ber of donors to the Alumni Fund has 
shown a substantial increase over the 
preceding years. 
In 1935-36, only 159 alumni contrib-
uted to the fund, and in the following 
year that number swelled to 412. Last 
year's total reached a record-breaking 
high of 444. Nevertheless, the sum 
contributed fell $400 below that of the 
preceding year when $4,071.15 was 
subscribed to the Fund. Last year's 
drive resulted in $3,648.46 being 
added. 
During the past three years the 
Fund has considerably increased its 
range of expenditures, and needs a 
larger budget. It pays the expenses 
of the alumni office and reunion ex-
penses, has installed lanterns at build-
ing entrances, built a new section of 
bleachers, created a revolving senior 
loan fund (now $3000), supported the 
football squad during pre-season prac-
tice, purchased motion picture equip-
ment, helped pay for the new college 
fence, built a new press box, and cre-
ated a field house fund. 
In its budget for this season which 
has been set at $5400, the Alumni 
Fund makes provision for the follow-
ing: 
!-Continuing the construction of 
the college fence ('$2200). 
2-lnstallation of flood lights for 
practice football field ($800); pre-
season training period for team in 
1939 ($500). 
3-lncreasing field house fund 
($400). 
4-Accumulating working surplus 
for office and reunion expense 
($1500). 
Any Alumnus may make his con-
tribution to some special project of 
his own which may not be listed in 
the above. 
Arthur F. G. Edgelow, M.D. 
Rev. John S. Moses 
Leo J. Noonan 
Archibald W. Walker 
Class of 1915: 25% 
Bertram B. Bailey 
William E. Barnett 
Smart Brand 
Ogden D. Budd, Jr. 
Walcott Chapin 
Rev. Samuel H. Edsall 
Maurice L. Furnivall 
Ernest H. Geyer 
Howard R. Hill 
Louis F. Jefferson 
Ronald E. Kinney 
Rev. J. Archibald Mitchell 
Mark E. O'Connell 
Rev. Harold S. Olafson 
Theodore A. Peck 
Herbert E. Ryerson, Jr. 
Louis M. Schatz 
Isaac B. Shelley 
Rev. Bertram L. Smith 
Class of 1916: 22% 
Samuel Berkman 
Alvord B. Churchill 
James L. Cole 
Victor F. DeN ezzo 
F. Wyatt Elder 
Norton Ives 
Rev. Frank Lambert 
Clarence A. Meyer 
Robert S. Morris 
Edward A. Niles 
Robert B. O'Connor 
Erhardt C. Schmitt 
Charles B. Spofford, Jr. 
Elmer S. Tiger 
Class of 1917: 6% 
Allen Northey Jones 
John S. ~ramer 
A!I'thur Rabinovitz 
Rev. Dudley S. Stark 
Class of 1918: 14% 
Henry S. Beers 
Joseph Buffington, Jr. 
David Gaberman, M.D. 
John McK. Mitchell, M.D. 
Louis Noll 
Lispenard B. Phister 
S-ydnev D. Pinney 
Melville Shulthiess 
Class of 1919: 7% 
Harmon T. Barber 
Clinton B. F. Brill 
Theodore F. Evans 
Edward M. Finesilver, M.D. 
Samuel Nirenstein 
Class of 1920: 9% 
Nelson F. Adkins 
William J. Cahill 
FrankR.Fox 
JackW. Lyon 
Rev. Phillips B. Warner 
Class of 1921: 13% 
Rev. Frederic L. Bradley 
Moses J. Neiditz 
Rollin M. Ransom 
Harold T. Slattery 
Class of 1922: 16% 
Wilson G. Brainerd 
James K. Callaghan 
C. Edward Cram 
John B. Cuningham 
Francis S. Freed 
Bert C. Gable, Jr. 
Morton D. Graham 
Joseph B. Hurwitz 
Glover Johnson 
Howard S. Ortgies 
Milton H. Richman 
Frederic T. Tansill 
Class of 1923: 4% 
Charles W. Hallberg 
Stevenson W. Webster 
Class of 1924: 15% 
Isreal Beatman, M.D. 
Thomas J. Birmingham 
Charles E. Cuningham 
Roger R. Eastman 
Randolph Goodridge 
FrankS. Jones, M.D. 
Francis L. Lundborg, M.D. 
Morris M. Mancoll, M.D. 
Daniel G. Morton, M.D. 
Carl W. Nash 
Kermet E. Parker 
Class of 1925: 9% 
Alfred K. Birch 
Isidore S. Geeter, M.D. 
William Goodridge 
David M. Hadlow 
Raymond A. Montgomery 
Thomas A. Shannon, Jr. 
Howard R. Washburn 
Samuel C. Wilcox 
Class of 1926: 2% 
Stimpson Hubbard 
Moses D. Lischner, M.D. 
Class of 1927: 6% 
James M. Cahill 
Frederick J. Eberle 
George C. Glass, Jr. 
Roger W. Hiartt 
Class ofi 1928: 6% 
William F. Even 
John C. FitzGerald 
Charles G. Jackson, M.D. 
A. Henry Moses 
Rev. William D. Orr 
Cllass of 1929: 2% 
Lyman B. Brainerd 
Rev. George D. Hardman 
Classofl930: 7% 
Adam F. Knurek. 
John N. Macinnes 
J. Ronald Regnier 
Rev. Edward T. Taggard 
Class of 1931: 8% 
Ralph D. Britton 
Howard D. Doolittle 
Arthur V. R. Luther 
George A. Mackie 
Robert 0. Muller 
Sheldon Roots 
Richard G. Williams 
Class of 1932: 12% 
William A. Boeger, Jr. 
Samuel Bronstein 
Thomas Burgess, Jr. 
William A. Carlton 
James 0. Carson, Jr. 
G. Keith Funston 
Rev. William Kibitz 
Harris K. Prior 
T. Robert Stumpf 
Richard G. Williams 
Class ofi 1933: 8% 
John T. Campion 
Joseph R. Frothingham 
Charles A. Pratt, Jr. 
Rev. J. Jack Sharkey 
Charles M. Sheafe, III 
Robert W. Thayer 
Lewis A. Wadlow, Jr. 
Thomas S. Wadlow. 
Class of 1934: · 40% 
James E. Baldwin 
William R. Basch 
Harold R. Bayley 
William H'. Benjamin 
Charles 0. Bierkan 
Hyman H. Bronstein 
Nathaniel T. Clark 
Edgar H. Craig 
Robert H. Daut 
Alfred B. Dixon 
Donald A. Dumont 
John S. Ellsworth · 
Edward C. Ely 
WilliamS. Ewing, Jr. 
Charles A. Fritz.son 
Edwin G. Gallaway 
J.D. Gay, Jr. 
Douglas J. Gladwin 
Willard J. Haring 
William W. Jackson 
Charles T. Kingston, Jr. 
Anthony J. Lokot 
Andrew G. Magrauth 
John A. Mason 
William S. McCornick 
Joseph G. Merriam 
Adrian H. Onderdonk, Jr. 
Andrew Onderdonk 
Rev. Alfred B. Rollins 
Robert F . Schmolze 
Arden Shaw 
James V. Shea 
Donald"E. Snowdon 
Charles J. Sutherland 
Charles A. Tucker 
GUJStav H. Uhlig, Jr. 
James B. Webber, Jr. 
Isaac M. Zlochiver 
Class of 1935: 4% 
Alhert W. Baskerville 
Anthony B. Cacase 
Charles G. Mixter, Jr. 
Territt H. Mowbray 
Barclay Shaw 
John L. Shaw, Jr. 
William H. Warner 
Classof1936: 4% 
Reuel A. Benson, Jr. 
Harrington Littell 
John B. Preston 
Philip J. Spelman 
Karl F. Stremel 
Class of 1937: 7% 
Daniel Alpert 
John D. Banks 
John A. Bellis 
Sidney L. Cramer 
Raymond H. Dexter, Jr. 
Albert E. Haskell 
James Henderson, Jr. 
Edwin N. Nilson 
Robert R. Parker 
Bruce B. Randall, Jr. 
Class of 1939: 
James H. Davis 
Honorarii: 
Charles B. Cook 
John A. Hartford 
Clement C. Hyde 
Charles F. Smith 
Robbins B. Stoeckel 
Rev. M. George Thompson 
Extension: 
Blanche M. Darling 
Alumni Notes 
The annual dinner at the New York 
Association of the Alumni of Trinity 
College will be held on Thursday eve-
ning, December 1, 1938, at the Town 
Hall Club, 123 West 43rd Street, New 
York City. 
* * 
The Hartford Alumni Association 
held a meeting at the University Club 
in the form of a rally before the 
Wesieyan game on October 26, at 
which the following officers were 
elected: Frederick J. Eberle, '27, 
President; Gordon W. Stuart, '11, 
Vice-President, and Raymond A. 
Montgomery, '25, Secretary. 
* * 
The Rochester Alumni Association 
held a meeting the night before the 
Hobart game. Provost J ,aquith and 
Alumni Secretary Wadlow were both 
present at the meeting. At present 
there are two Rochester boys at Trin-
ity, and it is expected that the 
strength and loyalty of the alumni 
there will be influential in sending 
more here in future years. 
1-"Q:"--=~~&~"l 
i In Collabo,.tion With i 
~ -I Wig and Candl.z I 
'
""' OF CONNECTICUT COLLEGE FOR WOMEN t""' 
Announce 
~ -
'
""' "THE 'LATE CHRISTORHER BEAN'" ,..,. 
A Comedy in Three Acts by SIDNEY HOWARD 
~ ~ 
'
""'. To be Presented on the Week-End ,-
of the Sophomore Hop 
'
0 ,~ 
. DECEMBER 10,1938- AT THE HARTFORD CLUB 
o-.c>~,,~,,~,)~()~C)~C)~c>.-d 
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BLUE AND GOLD GRIDDERS HAVE l SPORTS SIDELIGHTS l TRINITY ROOTERS LOSE TO BARD 
UNSUCCESSFUL 1938 CAMPAIGN -~----- IN WIND-UP OF WINLESS SEASON 
Jesseemen Victors in Two 
Games, Tie One, 
Lose Three 
SIXTEEN WIN LETTERS 
Rihl Plays Every Minute of All 
Six Games; Carey Acclaimed 
as Defensive Genius 
For the first time since 1932 the 
Blue and Gold gridders fell below the 
.500 mark in total victories. In this 
medio·cre season the team won two 
games, lost three, and tied one. The 
two teams beaten by the Jesseemen 
were Union and Coast Guard; those 
they bowed to were W orce~ter Tech, 
Wesleyan, and Amherst; and the tie 
was with Hobart. Although potenti-
ally one of the strongest teams ever 
to represent Trinity on the gridiron, 
it lacked a sparkplug to give it the 
added lift that means the difference 
between a good and a fair team. It 
wasn't that they were lacking in 
spirit or in fight, but the sparkplug 
just wasn't there. Coach Dan Jessee 
did a fine job, however, moulding a 
very strong forward wall and uncover-
ing a few men who had very little 
football experi·ence before coming to 
college and making t hem into good 
ball players. 
The opening game of the 1938 cam-
paign was washed out by the great 
September hurricane. Scheduled to 
·travel to Burlington, Vermont, to 
open against ' the University of Ver-
mont, the Hilltoppers found that due 
- III-IIII - INI - 1111 - IIII - IIII - IIW - mi - IMI - 11Y - MII - IIII - IIII -
BASKETBALL CAPTAIN 
JOHN CAREY 
BRIGHT SEASON AHEAD 
FORECAST FOR BLUE 
AND GOLD BASKETEERS 
Juniors and Sophomores Compose 
Greater Part of Largest 
Squad in Years 
LED BY JACK CAREY 
Toughest Opponents to F ace Trin 
Include Wesleyan, Worcester 
Tech, and Boston U. 
to impossible transportation facilities "A large squad of boys with aver-
the contest had to be \cancelled. ;age ability, and no outstanding stars," 
On the following Saturday, how- is the story being told around campus 
ever, the campaign was opened with these days about Ray Oosting's cur-
a bang. Behind 13-12 with the game rent edition of the basketball team. 
rapidly drawing to a close, the Blue With twenty odd men on hand to 
and Gold put on the pressure and on carry the colors into battle, Ray will 
a 46-yard drive pushed over the j hav~ lQts o~ rese~ves:_ but no stars, 
game-winning touchdown and sent havmg lost ooth Jnn Kenny and Art 
the spectators away ·enthusiastically Mountford. The numbers prevail this 
singing the praises of the 1938 Trin- year, but the stars are gone. Seven 
ity football team. The final tally Varsity l-ettermen and six Frosh 
was Trinity 19, Union 13. numerals winners reported for prac-
Its loyal followers were doomed to tice yesterday at the old gym. 
disappointment the following week, Ed Morris, forward on last year's 
though. Journeying to Worcester, team, will be missed because of his 
Mass., the Trin warriors ran into two elbow injury sustained in the Amherst 
quick touchdowns pushed over by the game. Two unexpected additions to 
Worcester Tech Engineers; which the squad, will be Ted Knurek and 
deficit they were never able to over- Dick Moran who both played junior 
come, bowing to the Techmen by a varsity basketball in their Freshman 
12-6 score. Two blo'cked punts in the year. 
first ten minutes led directly to the The height that the Blue and Gold 
Worcester scores, and although the so sadly lacked last year will be sup-
Hilltoppers fought desperately, poor plied by Ray Ferguson, Sid Mills, and 
ball handling caused the attack to Ray Thomsen, who should all have 
stall. In the final quarter the Blue little or no trouble in getting the 
and Gold passing attack started to balls off of the backboard. 
function and Trinity was able to push Counted heavily upon among the 
over one touchdown, but it was not returning lettermen are Gaptain Jack 
enough as the Techmen held on to Carey, Dick Lindner, and Bob Ran-
the end. dall; and among the prom1smg 
Next to the list was Hobart, and 3ophomores we find Don Walsh, J ack 
although outplaying the New Yorkers Crockett, Deed Harris, and "Borry" 
on t he gridiron at Geneva, th~ Jessee- Borstein. 
men were held to a t ie. Hobart The schedule includes five powerful 
started off very fast and bef01·e the foes, any one of which is capable 
Trin warriors had time to get fully of knocking off t he home team: Wes-
warmed up and to realize what was ley·an, Worcester Tech, Vermont, 
happening, the Genevans had scoee<l Clark and Boston University. Wes-
a touchdown. Trinity came back and leyan will be met in a home and home 
outplayed the New Yorkers throu~h two game series, t he Worcester game 
most of t he remaining part of the will be played on the Tech f loor, and 
contest, but the tenacious defense of the Boston University squad will be 
the Hobarters refused to yield a vic- entertained at t he Hopkins Street 
tory. Toward t he end of the third gym. 
quarter, Deed Harris, sophomore Ray Oosting, although not taking 
back, intercepted a Hobart pass and a "Gloomy Gus" attitude, expects a 
raced eighty yards to give Trinity a fairly successful season. The two 
tie, 6-6. Wesleyan games, in Ray's opinion, 
Coming up against an air-minded will be the toughest .of the year. Wor-
Coast Guard Academy eleven, the cester Tech, who beat the Blue and 
J esseemen gave t he Cadets · a taste Gold on our own f loor has practically 
of t heir own medicine and scoring the same team returning, led by its 
once in every quarter, twice via t he twin giants, Raslavsky and Forkey. 
aerial route, the Hilltoppers ran up Nor is Boston University to be taken 
their highest total of the campaign, lightly with its star hoopster and 
winning by a 26-0 score. The New point-snarer, Netchen. The Cougars 
Londoners never had a chance, and from Vermont are expected to more 
although they gained appreciable than occupy our lads' hands for t he 
yardage through the airlanes, they evening; a:nd Clark, whom we just 
were promptly squelched whenever barely squeezed by on t he slimmest 
they started to threaten the Blue and of margins, cannot be overlooked, as 
Gold goal line. This was the only it is the same team that took 
time during the season after the the giant Worcester Tech squad and 
(Continued on page 6.) will be met on its own home court. 
lly E . A. C., '40 
A rather spotty Fall Sports record 
should more than be balanced by 
what seems to be a brilliant winter 
ahead. 
Professor Ray Oosting, who has 
recently been holding a basketball 
clinic down at t he Y. M. C. A., has 
been out with some of his potential 
basketeers getting in some early-bird 
practice sessions over in the gym all 
last week. Ray calls the roll for the 
first official practice this week. A 
large and potentially powerful-look-
ing squad will turn out. The splutter-
ing cylinder in Oosting's machine this 
year, if any, will be old man inexperi-
ence. A high optimistic note struck 
by t he whole business is, however, the 
fact that out of the twenty-odd re-
porting for this year's squad at least 
twenty are expected back next year. 
And if Ralph Erickson produces half 
as good a frosh squad as he did last 
year, Trinity's 1940 edition should be 
a four-star issue. 
* * 
Over from the direction of the 
Swimming Pool we've been hearing 
'a lot of splashing and reports that 
Joe Clarke has what he claims is the 
best team he has coached yet, but the 
cold water in our chicken gumbo is 
supplied by the fact that we are also 
facing one of the toughest schedules 
we have faced yet, which includes 
among its mightier foes: Springfield, 
Colgate, Wesleyan and Williams. 
Joe's would-be amphibians have been 
practicing in the gymnasium for the 
past three weeks, r unning through 
various setting-up exercises and 
gyrations that remind a person of 
a pack of f loundering seals on a 
promenade. * * 
Last Friday the Crows and t he 
Commons Club engaged in a friendly 
tiff of touch football 'neath the 
stately Chapel Tower, skipping and 
tripping past the guy wires support-
ing- out· zig-zaj? ehns to touchdowns, 
sore elbows, stiff knees, and what not. 
That; is one particular sport that 
we would like to see adopted on a now 
completely vacant fall intramural 
program. Cross-country we grant is 
definitely not an intramural sport. 
For we don't believe that t he interest 
shown in it warrants intramural com-
(Continued on page 7.) 
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
LOSES ALL '38 MEETS 
Strong Opposition Proves too 
Much for Harriers-Last 
in Conn. Valley Meet 
A recapitulation of Trinity's cross-
country season is not an encouraging 
item, for in no meet did the team 
bring home a blue ribbon. Ham-
pered by the slow start due to the 
f lood and hurricane, they, neverthe-
less, showed promising potentialities. 
The s'eason, however, opened, pro-
gressed, and closed with a series of 
defeats, which cannot be attributed 
to any one factor. Inexperience is 
the usual explanation given in diag-
nosing a home team's illness. In ad-
dition there is ample reason to be-
lieve that the injury and ailments of 
several men account for a rather drab 
but far from desperate season. 
Every man made an effort, great im-
provement was shown, experience was 
gained, and the weaknesses were 
brought to light in t he various unsuc-
cessful engagements. With a large 
number of sophomores and juniors 
the aggregation should be able to 
withstand a few challenges next year. 
Starting off with high hopes, the 
Trinity runnei,"s met a hard-running, 
revengeful Worcester Tech team. The 
meet ended with the Engineers cap-
turing five out of the first seven 
places. Lanky Bill Charles showing 
great promise, was the first Trinity 
man across the finish line. 
With the Bard meet cancelled, the 
Trinity harriers faced Springfield in 
a hot ly contested r ace. On the same 
day the yearling r unners of both col-
le~s met also. The varsity team 
(Continued on page 7.) 
WI NTER SPORTS SCHE DULE 
Captain: J ohn Slowik, '39 
Manager: J ohn Wilcox, '39 
Coach: Joe Clarke 
Varsity Swimming : 
J an. 7-Coast Guard, ...... Away 
Jan.18-Union, . ... . ...... . Home 
Feb. 10-M. I. T., . . ... .. . .. Away 
Feb.ll-Boston U., .... . ... Away 
J:t'eb. 14-Springfield, .. ..... Home 
Feb. 18-Williams, ......... Home 
Feb. 25-·W orcester Tech, . .. Home 
Mar. !-Wesleyan, .. . ..... Away 
Mar. 3--'Colgate, .... . .. . .. Home 
Basketball: 
Captain: John Carey, '40 
Manager: Richard Leggett, '39 
Coach : Ray Oosting 
Dec. 9-Bard, ...... . .... . . Home 
Dec. 13-M. I. T., .......... Away 
Dec. 15-Vermont, .... ... .. Home 
Dec.l7-Coast Guard, .... .. Away 
Jan. 7-Worcester Tech, ... Away 
.Jan.lO-Wesleyan, ..... . .. Away 
J an.14-Haverford, .... .... Home 
Feb.ll-'Clark, ........ .... Away 
Feb. 18-Boston U., .. .. . ... Home 
Feb. 24-N orwich, . .. . .. ... Home 
Feb. 28-Wesleyan, . .. . .... Home 
Mar. 4-R. P. I., ... .. ...... Away 
TRIN SWIMMING SQUAD 
FACES HARD SCHEDULE 
OF NINE DUAL MEETS 
Williams, Wesleyan, Union, and 
Other Strong Teams Will 
Test Hilltoppers 
EXPERIENCED SQUAD 
Captain Slowik, Conway, Campbell, 
and Aksomitas Standouts on 
Team of Veterans 
Graduation made little dent in 
Coach Joe Clarke's swim.roing forces, 
and he is looking forward to having 
the best aquatic team that has repre-
sented Trinity since 1932, when 
swimming was recognized as a major 
sport on the Hilltop. Only Clem Mot-
ten, Bob Connar, "Swede" Anderson, 
and Neil Fanning from last year's 
squad, that boasted a record of six 
wins and three losses for the season's 
work, will not be back. 
A well-balanced group, with above 
average men in every event, is what 
Coach Clarke is depending upon for a 
successful campaign. After a month 
of conditioning, Captain "Seal" 
Slowik and his natators began prac-
tice in Trowbridge Pool Nov. 9. 
A squad of twenty-five have report-
ed to Coach Clarke and have begun 
what should be a spirited fight for 
the right to represent the Blue and 
Gold ~n the forthcoming meets. The 
main weakness will be in the dive, 
where Clem Motten's brilliant diving 
will be missed. Whitey J ohnson, who 
was hampered by an injured ankle 
last year, Bob Broatch, a sophomore 
who is short on experience but a hard 
worker, and Deed Harris, another 
sophomore, will take care of this 
event. Johnson, if his ankle is better, 
should make a good showing, and 
Broatch and Harris should improve 
as the season progresses. 
In the other events Coach Clark~ 
has seasoned veterans. For the free-
style dashes, he has Art Campbell, Al 
Secchiaroli, and Herb Feldman. 
Campbell was bothered last year by a 
sore shoulder, but this year he is back 
in condition and from latest reports 
he is burning up the pool. Feldman 
was on the freshman team last year, 
while Secchiaroli, who was ineligible 
in 1938, is a touted swimmer and 
should prove his worth this season. 
The free-style distance events will be 
taken care of by Captain Slowik, Bob 
Muir, Bud Tibbals, and Don Smith. 
All these men have had experience. 
Captain Slowik is a veritable truck 
horse for work. Besides swimming 
the distance events, last year he was 
the: best backstroker on the varsity. 
He also, as a sideline, swam in the 
relays when needed and was the most 
prolific! scorer on the Blue and Gold. 
(Continued on page 6.) 
Loses Seven Games for Most 
Disappointing Campaign 
of Late Years 
FACED STRONG RIVALS 
Outplays Opponents in Several 
Games But Lack Punch 
Needed to Score 
In the game with Bard College Sat-
urday the Trinity soccer team wound 
up a heartbreaking season. The Blue 
and Gold hooters had to face a sched-
ule which might have dismayed far 
bigger schools. Their opponents were 
Worcester Tech, Clark, Amherst, Yale, 
Wesleyan, Massachusetts State, and 
Bard. Though they outplayed their 
opponents in many of the games, the 
Trinity men lacked the punch needed 
to score. In spite of its many losses, 
the type of ball usually played by the 
team was on.~ of which Coach Mc-
Cloud could well be proud. 
The first game, with Worcester 
Tech, • was by far the toughest game 
on the team's schedule. Worcester 
Tech has the reputation of having one 
of the strongest teams in New Eng-
land. Although Trinity took the 
lead in the first quarter and scvred 
the first goal of the game, the 
Worcester Tech team soon rallied and 
thereafter took the lead to win by a 
score of 8-1. But the Blue and Gold 
men played a much better game 
than the score might indicate. They 
were, however, outclassed by an ex-
cellent team which included &everal 
men who had played semi-professional 
soccer, and the fine team work of the 
Worcester Tech eleven enabled it to 
win easily over an inexperienced 
Trinity team. 
The second game, which was played 
with Clark, was lost by the score of 
1-0. Against the opposition of a fast 
Clark team, the Blue and Gold hoot-
ers played an aggressive game, and 
twice they missed apparently certain 
goals by bad breaks. In the last few 
minutes of the game a Clark player 
put a penalty kick through the goal 
to .score the only tally of the game. In 
spite of a desperate rally on the p~rt 
of the Trinity team, the game ended 
with the score l-0, in favor of Clark. 
In this game Phil Sehl received an 
injury which kept him on the bench 
for the rest of the season. His place 
at right wing was taken by Fran 
Hope. 
On Wednesday, October 19, the 
Trinity eleven went to Amherst, 
to meet a strong Sabrina team. The 
Blue and Gold took the lead in the first 
quarter when Bates made a penalty 
kick. After various unsuccessful 
tries at the Amherst goal, the Trinity 
men played a defensive game, fighting 
to keep its one-point lead. It seemed 
as though the Hilltoppers would be 
successful in doing this until the last 
quarter. Then, in the closing minutes 
of the game, a Sabrina man sank a 
penalty kick to tie the score. While 
the Trinity men were still bewildered 
by this sudden change in fortune, Am-
herst scored another goal in the last 
minutes of play. The game ended 
with the score 2-1 in favor of Am-
herst. 
On Tuesday, October 25, the Blue 
and Gold men played their first 
home game with a scrappy Yale 
eleven. In the first quarter the twn 
teams held each other scoreless, but 
in the second quarter '>f the game 
the Yale team scored the only goal 
of the gam;~. In the second half of 
the game the Trinity team rallied, 
but the Yale goalie made some excel-
lent stops and the game end~·i with a 
~core of 1-0. 
'Ihe Blue :md Gold eleven played its 
next game with the Wesleyan soccer 
team on the 'Jrinity field on Friday, 
October 28. The first quarter saw the 
Cardinals outplay the Rilltoppers. In 
this period the men from 1\liddletowp. 
scored two goals to take the early lead. 
In the second quarter another score 
tally was made at Trinity's expense. 
(Continued on page 8.) 
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SWIMMING MAINSTAYS 
From l e ft to right are Bob l\Iuir, Captain John Slowik and 
"Soup" Campbell, Stellar Senior Tankmen. ' 
TANK PROSPECT S FOR 
WINTER SEEM BRIGHT 
(Continued from page 4.) 
This year Coach Clarke hopes to have 
him concentrate on the 220 and 440, 
but if necessary he will also have 
4
'Seal" in the backstroke event. Muir 
is a veteran of two seasons, and 
.should be better than ever. Both Tib-
bals and Smith developed rapidly 
l ast year and are counted on to help 
.swell the Trinity total against her 
<>pponents. 
In the 150-yard backs troke ·event 
Trinity should be stronger than ever 
this year. Ed Conway, the freshman 
star of last season, threatens to break 
the school mark, while Dick Hill sen-
ior letterman, figures to be ri~ht in 
the running. Dick Blaisdell, a sopho-
more, is also fighting for a position. 
"Ax" Aksomitas, one of the best 
breaststrokers in New England, and 
undefeated in dual meets last year, 
'Will endeavor to lower his own college 
record for the 200-yard breast stroke. 
Fighting for the other place in this 
event will be Don Day, Frank Smith, 
:and Quentin Gallagher. Day and 
Smith were the breaststrokers on the 
:freshman squad of 1938, while Gal-
lagher, after swimming on the fresh-
man team in '37, did not try for the 
team last year. He kept up his swim-
ming, though, and may be the dark 
horse of the squad. 
Coach Clarke will not know until 
NEW LITERARY MAGAZINE 
(Continued from page 1.) 
to appear in June. 
The board is beginning an exten-
sive subsc1·iption campaign, and there 
have already been favorabl-e returns. 
It is hoped that this publication may 
:add to the prestige of the college by 
'Presenting in a dignified manner the 
best examples of literary creative 
effort at Trinity College. 
TRINITY MEN FAVOR 
THE HOTEL BOND 
BARBER SHOP 
~ARTFORID 
MARKET 
COMPANY 
HEADQUARTERS 
FOR 
· FINE FOODS 
the meets what his relay lineups will 
be, but with his wealth of material 
he should have no difficulty in form-
ing winning combinations. 
~nc~ Joe Clarke has been coaching 
sw1mrmng at Trinity, his teams have 
never been below the .500 mark in 
victories for the season, and this year 
he hopes to keep this record intact . 
A t ough schedule has been compiled, 
though, perhaps a bit over the team's 
h~ad, and it will be tough sledding . 
F1ve of the nine meets will be con-
tested in the home pool. Union 
Springfield, Williams, Worceste; 
Tech, and Colgate all will be met at 
the Trowbridge natatorium. The 
"Yleets away are with Coast Guard, 
M. I. T., Boston University, and 
Wesleyan . . Williams should provide 
the Blue and Gold with most trouble. 
Last year with a sophomore team they 
triumphed over the Trinmen very 
handily, and this year they have the 
same team back. Last year, inciden-
tally, Williams was undefeated in dual 
meets. Wesleyan also will be stronger 
this year. Beaten by the Trinity na-
tators two years in a row, they will 
be looking for revenge. Union, who 
gave the Hilltoppers a close battle be-
fore succumbing at Schenectady last 
year, has practically the same team 
back, and Springfield is also expected 
to have one of the strongest teams in 
New E'ngland . Colgate always has a 
powerful team, as does M. I. T. 
SLOSSBERG 
The Traditional Trinity Tailor 
Tailoring 
BROAD AND LINCOLN STREETS 
Telephone 5-1436 
HUBERT 
DRUG COMPANY 
213 ZION STREET 
"Just over the R ocks" 
Liquors and Wines of the Finest 
Special Prices to Students 
~udal J rintinB 
Announcements 
Tickets Programs 
Invitations 
Distinctive 
Personal Stationery 
HUNTER PRESS 
302 ASYLUM ST. Tel. 2-7016 
l HERE AND THERE liBLUE AND GOLD GRIDDERS HAVE 
-By -t his - tim-e ev-ery - one- (an__.Jyone UNSUCCESSFUL 1938 SEASON 
who takes t he trouble to read the (Continued from page 4.) 
opening game that the Hilltoppers 
were over the .500 mark. 
Al Hopkins, end. "Hoppy" was 
chief utility wingman, and although 
light in weight, he made up for this 
deficiency in fight. His successful 
pulling of a sleeper play was a prom-
inent factor in the victory over Union. 
He should see Jots of service next 
year. Junior. 
Bulletin boards) has heard of the new 
magazine which is now is its embry-
onic stages. This is a worthy project 
and should be supported by all those 
~onnected with this college. Its main 
aim is to foster creative writing-
both literary and scientific-in the 
student body. Here is the chance for 
some thw,arted English A student, 
some "mute and inglorious Milton" 
to arise. 
* * 
One of our outstanding campus 
leaders celebrated his birthday not so 
long ago. This was probably un-
known save to a few around here, 
but a certain f·emale admirer gave 
him a surprise party. For informa-
tion apply to the Psi U house. 
* * 
These artistic Jesters certainly 
enjoy t heir work. Intellectual' pur-
suits are a part of the activities 
engaged in by the students of this 
institution and the students of Con-
necticut College for Women, aside 
from the routine theatrical work. One 
of the male members relates how he 
was rudely interrupted by the indig-
nant watchman while discussing some 
intere!sting astronomical phenomena 
with a female co-worker. 
* * 
As winter steals in, we become con-
cerned as to the future of Thurman. 
Two alternatives remain-a nice cozy 
farm or a nice hot plate of chicken 
soup. 
* * 
The inevitable Dame Rumor hath 
it that certain Trinity undergraduates 
were seen exiting from a certain 
down-town tavern in a rather hurried 
manner. We were under the impres-
sion that a blackball had been put 
on this place. The tables are turning 
A drop-ki'ck for point after touch-
down by Mim Daddario, a seemingly 
insignificant matter at the time 
spelled Trinity's 7-6 doom in the an~ 
nual contest against its traditional 
rival, Wesleyan. Trinity scored first 
in the second period when Big Ed 
Morris slashed off tackle for fifteen 
yards and a touchdown. Althoug4 the 
Jesseemen missed the try for the 
extra point, little thought was given 
to it for the Hilltoppers were playing 
the Wesmen off their feet. However, 
the Middletowners came back and 
using a spread formation, wer; able 
to pierce the Hilltoppers' defense for 
a score. Daddario neatly kicked the 
extra point, and the W esmen were in 
the lead 7-6. The Blue and Gold 
fought desperately to overcome the 
deficit, but every time they got into 
scoring territory the Wesleyan de-
fense tightened, and they were unable 
to drive through to victory; the final 
score was t hat same 7-6 count that 
stood at the end of the first half. 
Captain Jack Joys of Amherst put 
on a one-man show on the Hilltop 
diamond in the final contest of the 
season for the Blue and Gold. Run-
ning back two punts for touchdowns 
and passing to a teammate for the 
third, he completely dominated the 
play and led his Sabrina mates to 
victory 19-0. It was a sad ending 
to a disastrous season. 
Sixteen men out of a squad of 
thirty-one earned their letters this 
year: 
Captain John Alexander, end. For 
the third straight year Big Alex won 
his letter. Although handicapped by 
an injured ankle, he was out leadin:,. 
h
. 6 
IS mates on in every contest. His 
fine defensive work saved many a 
one might say. 
* * long gain around his flank and at all 
Things have come to a very low times he was an inspiration to his 
ebb when the editors of this august fellow players. Senior. 
publication must rummage in the Bill Kelly, end. Bill ·was the star 
waste basket the night before print- pass receiver of the squad, his breath-
ing to find the weekly editorial, torn 1 taking catches thrilling the specta-
into bits by some careless journalist tors and giving Dan Jessee heart fail-
and assemble it in cross-word puzzl~ ure. His speed in getting down under 
style. punts also makes him invaluable at 
WHERE TRINITY BOYS 
BUY THEIR CLOTHES 
MAX P.RESS:, INC. 
Main Str eet, Middletown 
Bond Hotel, H artford 
THE N -B -C PIPE STORE 
a wing position. Junior. 
SPECIAL. 
Just Arrived NEW ENGRAVED 
COLL EGE STATIONERY 
at the 
TRINITY 
DRUG COMPANY 
1284 BROAD STREET 
With this Ad. Special for 2 Week s 
(Regular 79c and 59c) 
for 49c and 69c 
Come Down and See It. 
John Dimling, tackle. One of the 
iron men of the team, John received 
respite only in the Coast Guard 
encounter. A steady, unflashing per-
former, he was one of the bulwarks 
of the Trin line. One of the heavier 
men on the squad, he is able to stand 
up under a punishing season Junior. 
Sid Mills, tackle. A sophomore 
find, Sid played some fine ball this 
year. He has a tendency to charge 
and tackle high, but his experience 
gained in this campaign should rec-
tify this. He should be a very uset'ul 
member of the team during the next 
two years. Sophomore. 
Ray Thomsen, tackle. Another 
sophomore who blossomed into a fine 
ball player. He started off the year 
as just another end, but found him-
self when he was shifted to tackle. 
He too should profit by his experi-
ence received this year. Sophomore. 
Jack Wilcox, guard. The surprise 
package of the year. Jack, after two 
seasons of puttering around at center 
really went to town this year whe~ 
Coach Jessee made him into a guard. 
His defensive play was of the highest 
calibre, and his speed made him a 
fine running guard. His shoes will 
be hard to fill when next fall rolls 
around. Senior. 
Stan Alexander, guard . Little Alex, 
all 210 pounds of him, showed marked 
improvement over his showing of the 
1937 season. He was shifted to guard 
this year and he took to his new posi-
tion like a duck takes to water. He 
too will be ba:ck next year ·and his 
defensive ability will again be appre-
ciated. Junior. 
Paul Harris, guard. Paul played 
a bang-up game 'as utility guard. 
Light for the guard position, he made 
up for this by getting the jump on 
his heavier opponents. Senior. 
Jack Carey, center. The defensive 
genius par-excellence. His ability to 
(Continued on page 8.) 
DuKE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
DURHAM, N. C. 
Four terms of eleven weeks are given each 
year. These may be taken consecutively 
(graduation in three a nd on&-quarter years) 
or th ree terms may b~ taken each year 
(graduation in four years). T h e entra n ce re-
quiremen ts are intelligence, character and 
t h ree years of college work, including the sub-
jects spe<:ified for Class A medical schools. 
Catalogues and application forms may be ob-
tain ed from the Admission Committee. 
141 ASYLUM STREET 
(Right below Trumbull) 
"Traditional Pipe Store 
of Students and Faculty" 
Student and F acuity Special 
1 Barclay P ipe (regularly $3.50). SEND YOUR VACATION BAGGAGE 
These have slight surface flaws . 
1 50c Regimental Pouch, rubberized 
interior for freshness. 
1 25c Channel Tobacco, on the sweet 
side, with an arresting aroma. 
All for $1.00 
LEARN TO FLY 
With · 
Connecticut 's Leading Flying School 
$3.00 a Lesson; Passenger Flight $1.50 
HOME BY 
RAILWAY 
EXPRESS 
That's the way to vacation in style 
-with nothing to do but go. Just 
lock up your trunk and bags and 
phone Railway Express. No extra 
charge - no dickering or doubts. 
O ne easy move. You see your baggage go, and can take your train with 
a sigh of relief. • Convenien t? 100%-and economical, too. Our rates 
are low, and you can send "collect," if you wish, same as wit h our "home-
and-back laundry service." When you phone, tell us the t ime to come. 
510 C H URCH STREET - PHONE 2-8203-HARTFORD 
DEPOT OFFICE-UNION STATION-PHONE 2-8240 •• 
Bra inard F ield, H a r t ford 
------ NATION·WIDE RAIL-A!R SERVICE----~~~~~-
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Thurman, Latest of Trinity Mascots, Has 
Long Line of Honorable Predecessors 
Thurman is not Trinity's first mas-
cot, nor has the Dean been the only 
namesake for the many and varied 
predecessors of our present rooster. 
In 1869 there lived a cat named 
"Charlotte." The Trinity Tablet 
reports that she took turns in having 
litters in different rooms. In 1870 
a dog, called "Phonie", held the roost. 
"Phonie" was an .admixture of "dog", 
and "mongrel;" he was mostly "mon-
grel", however, for nobody recognized 
him as a dog. 
The Tablet of 1872 reports that a 
senior had "nightly cat fights for the 
benefit of friends." Then there were 
canaries. One year the fad of keep-
ing birds became so popula:r a cheer 
was introduced imitating them. In-
stead of giving 'em a "rah! rah!", 
they gave 'em the bird. "Brownie" 
was next. He is reported to have 
been "a doormat kind, all hair and 
little solidity." (Editor's note: hal 
ha!) His sense of sight and smell 
were so poor he discriminated against 
no one, and thus ingratiated himself 
with everyone. 
Next there was an interesting case 
of cause and effect. Before "Brownie" 
were birds, and after him, mice. One 
chap set a record with seventeen, 
taken from Jarvis Hall. In addition, 
three persons have served as College 
mascots. First there was an old 
woman; "ten small children and she 
a widow." When she and the brood 
were given spectator privileges at the 
games she would mother twice her 
share, getting her entire neighbor-
hood of brats to be her guests. It 
helped fill the stands, so the privilege 
was not revoked. 
Professor Jim was Trinity's best-
loved mascot. He was born a slave 
. in 1788, and served in Col. Roberts' 
household where Aaron Burr was a 
frequent guest. He ran away and 
became a sailor, ultimately serving 
on the "Hornet" rwhich figured so 
prominently in the War of 1812. 
Professor Jim came to Trinity in 
1823, was retired in 1876, and died 
two years later. Every class day, 
Professor Jim led the procession arm-
in-arm with the class president. His 
tombstone was erected by the Alumni. 
60TH ANNIVERSARY OF 
COLLEGE UPON HILLTOP 
(Continued from page 1.) 
more fully the physical features of 
the site, mentioning its elevation of 
156 feet above the Connecticut River, 
and the view which extended sixty 
miles at that time. An esplanade 
and parapet were designed to adorn 
the site of the present Summit Street, 
and utilize the scenic value of "the 
rocks." The notice ends with the 
hint, "The large and more expensive 
public buildings, it is hoped, will be 
erected by private benefactors." 
The sentiments of the student body 
upon the prospective change were 
mixed. They recognized that the new 
buildings were the finest of their type 
in the country, but they were not 
eager to leave the old buildings which 
associations made precious. 
From the "Trinity Tablet" for 
March 17, 1877: "It was not without 
feelings of sadness that we had re-
signed ourselves to parting with our 
old Ivy-covered buildings, and as soon 
as we had made up our minds to the 
change came the rumor that the new 
buildings would not be ready to re-
ceive us at the beginning of the next 
term, the time specified for removal." 
"By many among us this report, if 
true, will be welcomed with delight, 
partly from the regret which must be 
felt when our present quarters are 
left, and partly from the realization 
of the fact that however sumptuous 
our new home may be its grandeur will 
but scantily compensate for the many 
inconveniences which a residence so 
far from the city will necessitate. It 
it not at all probable that horse cars 
will be run very near to Vernon Street 
as soon as the new college buildings 
are ready for occupation, and the pros-
THURMAN 
.. 
.. 
... an Evil Talisman 
In 1906 there were five dogs, acknowl-
edged en masse, as the mascots. They 
were "Mr. Dooley", "Dida", "Jack", 
"Heba", and "Pirexie" (an English 
bull). In 1919 there was a dead-
ringer: "Nicky"' was a skeleton. 
Some insisted he was a she, so "Flor-
ence" was one and the same person. 
In 1921 "Jim's goat" was mascot. He 
(the goat) exuded so that his removal 
became the concern of a faculty meet-
ing. In 1922 there was a casket 
which the Dekes brought to the 
games until Prexie stepped in. 
An oldster, Bill Duffee, who was 
about the college for· fifty years, used 
to throw in the first ball. He still 
attended the games when he grew 
too infirm to throw, and was recog-
nized as mascot-emeritus. A bantam 
rooster ruled the roost in 1924, '25, 
and '26. There had been other roos-
ters, but their names and glory have 
been lost. Last year's mascot was 
prolific Northam Nellie. She was the 
Dean's protege. 
Again a rooster is established as 
mascot, but his position is extremely 
uncertain. Some feel Thurman did 
not bring good luck, in fact, reaction-
aries definitely say Thurman was a 
foul ta isman. 
pect of a walk of more than a mile 
into the business portion of the city, 
however conducive to our health it 
may be, is anything but pleasant to 
those of us who now love to spend our 
leisure hours amid the beautiful 
streets of fair Hartford." 
This attitude may perhaps have dis-
com·aged the builders, for in the April, 
'77 "Tablet" an editorial expressed 
irritation at still further delay. The 
buildings would not be ready, it was 
announced, in December and possibly 
not until April. The editor says: 
"This is rather rough on the Seniors, 
who will no more get settled in their 
new and commodious quarters before 
they will have to leave and bid fare-
well to student life. We suppose that 
in such an emergency the State offi-
cers will allow the present buildings 
to stand a little while longer, although 
the time expires, we believe, this 
month .... In the meanwhile work is 
being pushed forward as rapidly as 
possible on our new buildings." 
Matters of adjustment continued to 
need attention during this spring, and 
the next fall. Brownell Hall was 
evacuated, and the block opposite the 
Chapel, on Trinity Street, furnished 
temporary accommodations for some 
students and professors. 
In the fall the prospect of another 
year on the old campus is looked for-
ward to in the "Tablet." The re-
mainder, or South section, of Brownell 
was demolished, and the college 
watched the work on the new build-
ings with enthusiasm while continuing 
its other interests. Among the last 
was the question of whether or not 
to change the college colors from 
green and white, and if changed, 
whether or not blue and gray were 
the best colors to be found. 
The catalogue of 1876-7 claims 
that the removal to the new build-
Office News 
The address in Chapel on W ednes-
day, November 23, by Mr. E. K. 
Roberts of the Red Cross will be of 
special interest to students who took 
part in flood relief in the spring of 
1936 and this fall. Mr. Roberts, a 
graduate of Trinity, '09, was in 
charge of relief work in the spring of 
1936 when the resources of this city 
had to be mobilized suddenly because 
of the devastating flood. As soon as 
that problem was met, Mr. Roberts 
and the other Red Cross leaders 
together with the mayor of the city 
took council as to what would be done 
in c·ase of another similar disaster. 
As a result, the flood of this year did 
not find the city unprepared. 
President Ogilby has asked Mr. 
Roberts to tell Trinity College some-
thing about these plans that were 
made, and to outline what should be 
the part :college students can take in 
such days of stress oand strain. The 
contributions Trinity has made on 
both occasions have won high praise. 
* * 
On Friday, December 9, Professor 
Michail Dorizas, head of the Depart-
ment of Geography at the University 
of Pennsylvania, will give another 
lecture, illustrated by moving picture 
films, in the Auditorium at 8 o'clock. 
This is his third visit to Trinity, and 
his wide knowledge of European 
affairs will make him a welcome 
guest at this particular time. 
Students who were here during the 
previous visits of Professor Dorizas, 
or "Mike" as he is known to his many 
friends, will remember his extra-
ordinary physique. When he was a 
student at the University of Penn-
sylvania he was recognized by every 
possible test as the strongest man of 
the college world of his day. Not 
only was he successful as a football 
player and a track man, but also as 
a champion wrestler. Dr. Ogilby 
plans to have him in the gymnasium 
on Friday afternoon before the lec-
ture to repeat his challenge to any 
three undergraduates to combine to 
put him on his back. 
* * 
On Armistice Day evening Presi-
dent Ogilby spoke at a reunion, a 
dinner of the Atlantic Chapter of the 
(Continued on page 8.) 
ings " .... will certainly take place in 
the course of the present academic 
year." The construction of the build-
ings is claimed to be careful and 
modern in that the recitation rooms 
are large, airy, and welllighted, 
whereas the students' rooms leave 
nothing to be desired in comfort, con-
venience, and cheerfulness. Both 
buildings had steam. heating. 
An article in "Scribner's Monthly" 
for March, 1876, explains the general 
design at great length. An extract 
from the article is in apparent con-
tradiction to the college catalogue. 
"The College is designed in early 
French Gothic, a style devoid of ex-
cessive ornamentation, and depending 
for its effect upon simplicity and 
boldness of detail and the harmon-
ious grouping of windows and other 
prominent features." 
The enthusiasm felt for the useful-
ness and beauty of the new buildings 
appears throughout the "Scribner's" 
article. Speaking of the dormitory 
block (Jarvis Hall), "The ground, 01 
principal floor contains a suite of 
apartments (for the occupancy of two 
students) on either side of each prin-
cipal hallway, and: in the arrangement 
of these rooms great attention has 
been paid to light and ventilation. 
The study looks out upon the quad-
rangle, and is provided with windows 
of ample size fitted with a swinging 
iron sash, something of a novelty in 
its way, and manufactured from a 
design used abroad . ... The study is 
connected with the two bedrooms in 
the rear, and the suite thus occupying 
the entire width of the building, a 
circulation of air through the rooms 
can be had at all times. Ample 
closets both for clothes and for fuel 
are provided, and in each study is an 
open fireplace with mantel of Ohio 
sandstone. 
Russell Z. Johnston, '16, Successful in 
Quest for Judgeship of Probate Court 
Among the many offices to which which, together with what his parents 
men and women in Connecticut were had managed to put by through the 
elected last Tuesday, there was one years, was enough to begin with. 
which a very popular and capable At Trinity Mr. Johnston was en-
Trinity graduate will fill, beginning gaged in quite a number of extra-
January 1. Last summer, when Judge curricular activities and was a mem-
Walter H. Clark of the Probate ber of Phi Beta Kappa, but the big-
Court announced his retirement, gest thrill came when he was called 
friends of Russell Z. Johnston, then· upon to deliver the valedictory ad-
Clerk of the Court, realized Mr. dress. Mr. Johnston still gets a great 
Johnston's capabilities and asked him deal of amusement over this, due to 
to run for the office. Not wishing to the fact that, though he did deliver 
have politics enter into the contest in the address, he did not stand first in 
the slightest, Mr. Johnston held off his class. He had put off his science 
for a while. but finaUy in September courses until his senior year, and in 
he announced that he would be one of them he had forgotten to hand 
"available" for the nomination. With in a physics notebook. For this he re-
this announcement, his friends and ceived a "C", which was enough to put 
the many men and women who had him a few fractions of a point below 
had business tc transact at the court two other students. But the an-
went to work and, as a result, Mr. nouncement of the valedictorian had 
Johnston was elected by a handsome already been made, and the :choice of 
plurality to one of the most impor- "Russ" Johnston stood. 
tant offices on the voting machines. Mter graduation in 1916 he went 
Russell Johnston was born in Hart- on to Harvard Law School to fulfill 
ford in 1894, and as a youngster in his boyhood ambition, and for three 
school was thrilled with the American years he studied hard, held a job 
historical characters, and particularly ushering in a theater, and sang in a 
the lawyers about whom he learned. church choir, where he met the girl 
The favorite lawyer of the group was who later became Mrs. Johnston. In 
the famed Daniel Webster, but, to be 1919 he received a law degree from 
like him, young Johnston must first Harvard and a Master of Arts from 
be a lawyer. So at the age of thir- Trinity, and in 1920 he was admitted 
teen he went to work in his uncle's to the Connecticut Bar and commenced 
drug store on Wethersfield Avenue. his practice. On December 1, 1929, 
The only trouble with this was that Judge Clark appointed Mr. Johnston 
there was no pay attached to the as chief clerk of the Hartford Probate 
rwork, just sodas and free ad- Court, which position he held until 
mission with his uncle, to every ball last Tuesday, when the Hartford Pro-
game at the old Wethersfield Avenue bate Court District voters decided 
grounds. But the second summer he that he should henceforth be known as 
was on this job he "struck" and Judge Russell Z. Johnston. 
finally received the salary of $2 per 
week. 
The summer following found him 
working as an office boy for the 
Plimpton & Hills Corporation, run-
ning errands, sweeping the floors, 
handling the switchboard and per-
forming all the small tasks that go 
with a job of that sort. His pay, how-
ever, had now jumped to $3.50 per 
week. But still this was not enough 
to pay for his college education, so 
he took a job as a runner for the 
Charter Oak Bank at $6 a week, and 
when the time for college came 
around he had saved about $100, 
ALUMNI NEWS 
(Continued from page 2.) 
vice as head of the Bristol, Conn., 
school system was presented to School 
Superintendent Karl A. Reiche by 
Supreme Court Justice Newell Jen-
nings, :Chairman of the Board of 
Education, at a public reception held 
in the High' School. 
* * 
Erhardt G. Schmitt, '16, was re-
cently 'appointed associate general 
agent of the Aetna Life Insurance 
Company. Mr. Schmitt is a member 
of the Alumni Fund Council. 
"The most ample preparations fo1· ration which would not "gum up", the 
bathing have been made in this block, libra1·ian's study, the stained light 
the bathrooms being located in the from the windows, the elegant stair-
basement and easy of access." case to the basement, and above all 
Between the two buildings, where the comfortable window seats were all 
Northam Towers now stand, there was sources of glee to the students. 
a great gateway which was flanked The "Tablet" of October 5, 1878, 
by four corner towers. Under this the first published after the removal, 
gateway was placed the steam heating closes this chapter of Trinity's life 
units " .... at a proper level." The with two brief paragraphs. 
steam units were to be used, two for "We are now finally settled, in our 
heating the buildings and a third for new buildings. The last recitation 
cooking. A temporary wooden struc- has been held in our old classrooms, 
ture, erected in the gateway over the the last song sung on the old campus, 
boilers, was to be used for a kitchen. the last prayer offered in the old 
There was to be a great boulevard chapel. Trinity College of old is a 
one hundred feet wide extending along thing of the past, and the new Trinity 
the front, with the entrance to the College is our future Alma Mater." 
buildings opposite the western gate- "The removal has developed a mul-
way. Beyond the west gate there titude of relic hunters. Wood, stones, 
was to be an esplanade with a terrace. and metals from the old buildings 
The total effect should have been have acquired a ma1·velous value." 
splendid as the plans called for land- Dr. Ogilby mentioned an interest-
scaping. "The ample traj!t of land ing link between the old buildings and 
set apart for the Campus wil\ afford the new. In the Chapel of Perfect 
unusual facilities for the exercise of Friendship, the north wing of the 
artistic taste and good judgment in present chapel, there is an original 
the distribution of lawns, groves, credence table in the chancel. It was 
walks, andi other ornamental features intended not as a table, but as the 
of a park." capitol of one ofi the columns which 
The first signs of actual removal formed the facade of the old chapel. 
are the preparations for moving the The daughter of the contractor who 
library. On Wednesday, April 3, wrecked the old buildings recently of-
1878, the work of moving the books fered it to Trinity. Dr. Ogilby ac-
was started. The process was slow, cepted it, and put it to this purpose 
and considerably hindered the reading after it had been sawed off at the 
of students, but did not stop it, as proper length. 
books could be removed with permis- Another link with the old college is 
sion. The 18,500 books in the library a lamp of the type of the gas fixture 
had previously been available only on I which lit the gates before the old 
Saturdays when the library was open, college. This lamp will be wired for 
but in its new quarters, the library electricity and placed in a position 
was to be opened every day. near the old gates which are now at 
By June 8, 1878, the work of trans- the Vernon Street entrance to the 
ferring the library was complete, and college. Dr. Ogilby points out that re-
the books had been arranged on their turning students and alumni may lean 
shelves. The new library was con- against this lamp post as their prede-
sidered a gem. The new floor prepa- cessors did against the old one. 
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JESTERS REHEARSE "LATE CHRISTOPHER BEAN" 
Warren's Attentions to Susie Frowned Upon by Rest of Haggett 
Family. L e ft to Right: Bob Harris, Natalie Sherman, Jane 
DeOlloqui, Mary Lou Gibbons, and Bob Rebman. 
JESTERS' PLAY 
(Continued from page 1.) 
more powerful a medium. than relief, 
and of much greater decorative value. 
Likewise, the art of center stage is 
far more powerful, natural, and or-
ganic than the conventional stage 
technique. 
There are some difficulties and 
some very distinct limitations to the 
eenter stage. The distance of twenty 
<>dd feet between the stage and the 
entrance door requires the alteration 
<>f standard plays to make the timing 
of quickfire events correct. The fact 
that the stage is in full view of the 
audience from before the start of the 
play until after its finish prevents 
any changing of scenery which can-
not be accomplished in the course of 
the action. The position of the stage 
also prevents the use of "deus ex 
machina" effects, and prevents the 
use of props which cannot be brought 
.Qn the stage and taken off within the 
action. A further problem is posed 
by the absence of any sort of cur-
tain. A play which was written for 
a curtain, and which starts and stops 
its acts with the stage full of char-
acters, must undergo considerable re-
vision tO\ suit it for the center stage. 
The difficulties of entrance time 
and of beginning and ending scenes 
are largely cared for by changing 
TROPHY DONATION 
(Continued from page 1.) 
.all concernerl: 
1-The purpose of the Contest shall 
be to encourage better group singing 
at Trinity and to promote friendly 
relations among the competing 
groups. 
2-The participants shall be : the 
.seven National Fraternities, the local 
Fraternity of Alpha Tau Kappa, and 
the Commons Club. 
3-To be eligible for the Cup, any 
of the groups named above must en-
ter the Contest with at least 75 per-
eent of its membership participating. 
4-Each entrant shall sing two 
songs of its own choice, at least one 
of which shall be a College or Fra-
ternity song. 
5-There shall be three judges, at 
least two of whom shall not be con-
nected with the College. 
6-Award shall be made for the 
·quality of the singing and not for the 
ehoice of songs. 
7-The time and place of the Con-
test shall be announced at least one 
month in advance by College au-
thorities. 
THE LA V ALLETIE 
For Sunday Supper 
Comer Washington and Park Streets 
some lines and adding others so that 
the characters may speak while enter-
ing or leaving, and may even hold 
conversations in the run-way. 
In the winter of last year the Con-
necticut College for Women produced 
"A Bill of Divorcement" on the center 
stage. It was met with great inter-
est and heartily approved by leading 
theatrical critics. 
"The Late Christopher Bean" is to 
be produced on the center stage · for 
several reasons. It is a fast-moving 
play which uses a full stage a great 
deal, and it shows a subtle change 
in the life of a family, which grows 
until they are almost unrecognizable. 
For this purpose the center stage is 
admirably adapted because the au-
dience can detect the growing artifi-
ciality of the Haggett family far more 
easily than they possibly could if the 
artificial technique and lighting of 
the conventional stage were used. 
The play contains one long scene 
and several short ones in which there 
are two or more groups on the stage, 
each occupied, with the interest shift-
ing rapidly back and forth. For this 
purpose the center stage is perfect 
because the informal inattention of 
one group to another which is per-
forming appears natural and proper, 
while on the conventional stage it 
would appear unnatural and strained. 
For Pipes and Repairs 
J. MUTSCHLER 
A Complete Line of Briar and Gen-
uine Amber Meerschaum Pipes and 
Smoking Accessories 
191 Trumbull St. Hartford, Conn. 
Call BILLY'S for 
LIQUORS, BEER AND WINE 
410 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE 
Phone 6-8444 Free Delivery 
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES 
Action for The Sportsman 
offorded by the Latest in MEN'S HANDWEAR 
Fox's New Action-Free 
Three-Dimension Gloves 
!!'or Golfing- for Driving-for General Wear-
and, you guessed it-
For that Difficult Christmas Gift. 
U -Turned W ali--Snug-fit-3-Dimensional, 
$5.00 and $6.50 
G. FOX & CO.~ INC. 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS - STREET FLOOR 
J.S.BENNETT 
Sales RAD I 0 Service 
408 NEW BRITAIN A VENUE 
HARTFORD 
Telephone 6-2170 
Printing & Bookbinding 
The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co. 
85 TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD 
COMMUNITY CHEST 
Trinity College has always 
played a part in the Hartford 
Community Chest, partly because 
the project is worthwhile and 
partly because we desire to 
strengthen the ties that bind the 
city to the College. Collections 
will be made for the Chest through 
the fraternities and by means of 
boxes placed in the Commons, in 
the Library, and in the Union. 
There will also be a special offer-
ing in the College Chapel on 
Wednesday morning, November 16. 
The Senate asks the College to 
cooperate with these plans. 
For the Senate, 
ROBERT M. MUIR, JR. 
JOHN ALEXANDER 
SPORTS SIDELIGHTS 
(Continued from page 4.) 
petition, but when twenty-two wildly 
scree'ching Navajos can organize a 
game; and a handful (including a 
faculty member) of enthusiasts are 
seen playing the game every after-
noon on .campus, we do believe that 
enough interest is shown to warrant 
adopting seven-man touch football as 
a fall sport. 
* * 
And while we're at this business 
of forwarding suggestions what's the 
main objection to increasing our foot-
ball schedule to eight games? Despite 
the washout of this year's Vermont 
game, November t he fifth seems an 
awfully early date to close a football 
season. 
* * 
The only objection the Cross-
Country squad held against the Coast 
Guard course (besides those· mountain 
ranges the Sailors threw into it) was 
the fact that the d-- thing ran 
past the Connecticut College for 
Women twice instead of finishing 
there. 
* * 
That Frosh football t eam seems too 
good to be true. Something has to 
happen or we'll be having a darn 
good Varsity team next fall. 
Probably those little giants, mid-
years and term marks will throw the 
lads for a loss, even if their opponents 
can't. 
Laboratory Supervised 
Dairy Products 
Bryant & 
Chapman Company 
T elephone 2-0264 
Quality-Courtesy-Service 
COMMONS 
TRINITY COLLEGE 
DINING HALL 
Best Food Served 
Rimless Glasses 
Make 
Good Looks 
Don't squint-or trust to luck! 
Be as accurate as your glasses . 
A necessity to talent scouts-
in t h e stag line. 
Special Discount to Trinity 
College Students. 
C. S.. Coomes Optical 
Company 
902 Main Street 
Sage-Allen !Bldg. 
Room 78 
Tel. 6-2567 
MISS R. R. COOMES, Manager 
MR. R . H . FURMAN, 
R egistered Optician 
CROSS COUNTRY SUMMARY 
(Continued from page 4. ) 
tasted defeat again but Jim Caffrey, 
former Freshm~n miler, won a second 
place. Owen, a Springfield man, bare-
ly beat Caffrey to the tape. The 
time over a flat four mile course was 
exceptionally fast. Trinity's second 
man in was Bill Charles, who gained 
seventh place, and who was followed 
by Captain Pankratz and Riley in a 
tie for eighth place. Tenth place 
went to Bennett, a sophomore with 
amazing track form. 
On October 28, Trinity clashed with 
her arch rival, Wesleyan, beaten only 
once in two years of dual meets. 
Against the superior running of Cap-
tain Heermans and his teammates, the 
Hartford lads were almost annihilated. 
Jim Caffrey again came through to 
chalk up a third place for Trin's only 
telling score. As it turned out the 
Cardinals seized first, second, fourth, 
fifth, and sixth places. The W es-
J.eyan Captain Heermans, covered the 
three and a half mile course in 17 
minutes !nd 59 seconds. 
In the Connecticut Valley meet 
against six other colleges, Thinity 
came seventh. Outclassed by the 
superior tea11,1s of their opponents, the 
harriers made an unsuccessful show-
ing. Heermans, . Wesleyan ace, 
breezed home in finst place to capture 
the individual honors of the day. The 
blue ribbon was awarded to Connec-
ticut State whose well-balanced ag-
gregation brought in enough place-
ments to win the meet. Second place 
went to Wesleyan, third to Amherst 
fourth to Massachusetts State, fifth 
to Coast Guard Academy, sixth to 
Springfield, and seventh to Trinity. 
Next on the list carne the heavily 
favored Amherst team with whom the 
team had its closest battle. Meeting 
on the home course November 4, 
Jl{de[or 5 _ f:!"prlce ~ 1. 
Trinity was out to vindicate her de-
feat by this same team in the Connec-
ticut Valley encounter a week pre-
viours. Final results gave the Lord 
Jeffs a 26-29 victory. Bill Charles 
and Jim Caffrey starred for the home 
team, finishing third and fifth, re-
spectively. First place was taken by 
Amherst's Picard, while another of 
his teammates, Mayer, romped home 
in second place. The outcome of this 
engagement indicated the vast im-
provement and endeavor of the Hilltop 
harriers. Comparative scores showed 
a possible win over the ensuing op-
ponents, the Coast Guard Academy. 
The closing contest was held away 
on the Cadet's campus in New London. 
Over a troublesome, hilly course Cap-
tain Pankratz led the entire Coast 
Guard pack. At the half-way mark 
he developed a "stitch" with victory 
almost certain. 
As it turned out the Cadets pushed 
home fir-st, second, fourth, fifth, and 
sixth places. Trinity's best position, 
third, was taken. by Caffrey while 
his teammate Herb Pankratz grabbed 
a seventh. These two were followed 
by Riley and Bennett. Final score 
was Coast Guard 22, Trinity 33. 
There's no friend so true 
As a pipeful or two 
oJ~ oiJ 
KENTUCKY CLUB 
II LISTEN TO 
KENI•UC\W ' -· ~~~~~·-···· VOX POP ~: The Voice of the Proletariol ~J EVERY 9 
. SATURDAY ~ WTIC 
YELLOW CAB 
-. ..... D.IA•L--2--0·2-34----~~ ~--------------------
- Trinity Barber Shop 
Hartford National 
Bank & Trust Co. 
Established 1792 
Complete Banking Service 
Member 
Federal Reserve System 
Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Baldwin .. Stewart 
Electrical 
Contractors 
222 Pearl Street; Hartford 
"Behind the Rocks" 
Students' Haircuts-40 cents 
Facial Massages Our Specialty 
209 Zion St. J. Cottone, Prop. 
HONISS Est. 1845 
Quality Fish and Sea Food 
Visit Our Famous Restaurant 
22 State Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Telephone 2-4177 
PATRONIZE .... 
the COLLEGE STORE 
This is the store your 
father and grandfather 
patronized. Here you 
can get a good, quick 
Lunch, Ice Cream, and 
Delicatessen articles. 
MAX SCHER, Prop. 
Oldest Store near the Campus is located at 
44 VERNON STREET 
Quality Book and Publication Printers 
Since 1905 
THE BOND PRESS, INC·. 
94 ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
Telepboae 2-8101 
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RADIO PROGRAMS COVER 
WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS 
Musical Broadcasts Over WTHT 
of Interest-Series Planned 
for Entire Year 
From 7.45 to 8.10 p. m. ever y Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday, Trinity 
College is presenting regular radio 
broadcast s over st ation WTHT, Hart-
ford. There will also be several spe-
cial br oadcasts in the future. These 
broadcasts will include visit ing or-
ganist s, and, what is of special note, 
a r ecital by Dr. Ogilby on the. chimes. 
In tho past, several of the visiting 
orgar.ist s have given recitals over the 
"air." 
FOOTBALL SUMMARY 
(Continued f r om page 5.) 
diagnose enemy plays and at being 
at the right place at the right time 
to make his jaw-jar ring tackles won 
for him the distinction of being one 
of the best defensive players ever to 
wear a Blue and · Gold uniform. Jack 
will be back next year to battle for 
old Tr in on the gr idiron, and will 
Wesleyan, et ru, be mad! Junior. 
Ed Morris, back. Big Ed was the 
team's powerful running back. He was 
a consistent ground gainer all during 
the season, but it was in the W es-
leyan contest that he r eally went to 
town, reeling off long run af ter long 
run 'and near ly breaking away for the 
winning tally no less than four times. 
It was a pity that in the final game 
of his career he had to suffer a dis-
SOCCER SUMMARY 
(Continued from page 4.) 
After this the Blue and Gold men 
rallied, and in the third quarter• 
I::ates scored a goal for Trinity. The 
Hilltoppers were unable to score 
again and the final score of the game 
was 3-1. 
This year's regular schedule of located elbow early in the fray. 
broadcast s was begun on F r iday Senior. 
On Saturday, November 5, the 
soccer team met Massachusetts 
State. The play was somewhat com-
plicated by a strong wind. The Tr in-
ity eleven did not use this wind to as 
good an advantage as did its oppo-
nents. The first quarter of this game 
was a di!'lastrous one for Trinity. The 
Bay Staters started to dominate the 
game from the first whistle. Before 
the Blue and Gold men could stop 
them, the Mass. State t eam had 
pushed the ball three times tlu:ough 
the Trinity goal posts. This three-
goal handicap took the heart out of 
the Trinity men. Though they were 
unable to score, they held back the 
Bay Staters in the second quarter. 
In the third quarter, another goal was 
made by the Mass. State eleven. In 
the final period the Blue and Gold 
hooters played their best soccer of 
the day, when they staged a vigorous 
rally which several times threatened 
the Mass. State goal. But the Bay 
Staters recovered and were able to 
hold their lead until the end of the 
game. 
evening, September 29. Mr . Oosting 
athletic director of Tr inity College, 
opened the first of these broadcasts 
which are to be given by the students 
and the f aculty of Trinity College. 
The subject of his talk was "Better 
Understanding of Football Rules." He 
was followed on successive Fridays by 
Mr. Walter E. McCloud, who spoke on 
"The Evolution of Football;" Mr. 
Daniel E .• lessee, head coach of foot-
ball, who gave a talk on "Football 
Sy':ltems;" Mr. Joseph C. Clarke, as-
sistant coach of football, who deliv-
ered a short address, "Scouting in 
Football;" Frank Barnes and Brad-
ford Colton, students at the College, 
who played several duets on the piano 
and violin; Mr. Joseph C. Clarke, be-
fore the microphone for the second 
time, gave a talk on "How to Watch 
Football," and on November 11 Mr. 
John R. Williams gave a description 
of Armistice Day in France, where 
last year he was a teacher in a French 
secondary school, working under the 
auspices of the Carnegie Foundation 
for World Peace. 
The following speakers will con-
tinue the Friday evening p rograms 
described above : N ovember 18, P o-
fessor Troxell; November 25, P r ofes-
sor Naylor ; December 2, Mr. William 
Helmbold ; and on December 9 the 
Jesters will read sections of their 
next play , "The Late Chr istopher 
Bean." 
On Monday, October 24, a series of 
musical appreciation pr ogr ams were 
begun by Char les Walker, a Trinity 
student. On October 31, a program 
consisting of harpsichord music was 
given. The further development of 
piar.o music by Haydn and !Mozart 
was presented. on November 7. The 
music for the program of November 
14 was supplied by Beethoven. The 
purpose of these Monday evening 
programs is to trace the development 
of piano music from its very begin-
ning up to the modern compo;;ers. 
POL. SCIENCE MEETING 
(Continued from page 1.) 
petition is often monopolistic and 
that they are at the mercy of this mo-
nopolistic selling. The national and 
state governments have often left 
the consumers out in the cold. The 
public consciousness to· this condition 
has been awakened by private so-
cieties which are often limited in ex-
tent. 
The consumers' cooperative store 
usually meets the problems of such 
an establishment. Goods are sold for 
cash at current prices. The net in-
come is then divided up among pur-
chasers according to the amount of 
goods which they have bought. There 
is no requirement for membership 
except a ~:<mall fee paid when one 
joins the group. A small part of the 
net income is devoted to purposes of 
education and publicity. The organi-
zation is usually hampered by lack 
of capital. 
The local store has 300 members. 
At the end of the year the store de-
clared a 6% dividend, but half the 
dividend '!.vas revoked to supply capi-
tal. Due to expansion of the store's 
facilities, there was no dividend de-
clared at the end of the second year. 
The organization makes contracts 
with the local dealers which state 
that the members of the cooperative 
will buy at the store if part of the 
profit is turned back to the coopera-
Boris Pacelia, back. "Borie", new 
to the spinning position, :caught on 
and quickly master ed the intricacies 
of his hard ball-handling post. His 
deft ball-handling will be missed next 
year, as will his spins which ac-
counted for much of the Trinity yard-
age gained. Senior. 
Bill Ryan, back. Another of Dan 
Jessee's sophomore finds, Bill had 
played very little football before com-
ing to Trinity, yet he was in the 
starting line-up for the opening 
game, and held his post to the end. 
He developed into an excellent passer 
and the combination of Ryan-Kelly 
was good for plenty of yardage. Bill 
can also run with the ball, and if he 
learns to punt, may turn into a triple 
threat man. Sophomore. 
The Trinity team wound up a dis-
mal season with a 2-0 defeat at the 
Pete Rihl, back. Iron Man Pete, 
the glutton for punishment, played in 
every minute of every game. The only 
real kicker on the squad, he was 
forced to stay in to the end, but he 
seemed to thrive on the work, if his 
punting is any criterion. In the Am-
herst game, his booming kicks kept 
the Sabrinas from making a complete 
rout of the contest. Besides doing 
the punting, he called signals, and 
was number one blocking back, an 
·::s:·~:,. men-4 hieh he filled admir-
ably. Junior. 
Don Walsh, back. Don, hampered 
by two broken ribs suffered early in 
the campaign, came back strong in 
the last three contests and played 
bang-up football. Only a sophomore, 
he should figure prominently in Coach 
Jessee's plans for his future cam-
paigns. Sophomore. 
Ted Knurek, back. A crashing, hul-
ling, devil-may-care type of player, 
Ted makes up in fight and charge 
what he lacks in fines se. Being a 
sophomore he should acquire the 
needed finesse •and turn into an excel-
J.ent back. Sophomore. 
tive. But this is sometimes discour-
aged by laws forbidding rebates and 
by other statutes. One of the weak-
nesses of the cooperative movement 
is the feeling that it is a crusade. It 
is a practical organization whiCh 
should help the consumer and should 
not try to give him 1JOOr goods in or-
der to benefit the organization. 
Some people paint the whole move-
ment red, said Professor Taylor, be-
cause it is a thorn in the side of 
ordinary business activity, but this 
is an error. The organization op-
poses the idea that the consumer 
should be kept in ignorance to his 
general detriment. 
OFFICE NEWS 
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American Red Cross in New York 
City. Over a hundred Red Cross 
workers gathered there to talk over 
the days when they were in hospital 
service at the close of the World War. 
President Ogilby, at that time, was 
ChapJ.a.in of Debarkation Hospital 
No. 5, at Grand Central Palace in 
New York City where many thou-
sands of soldiers were brought from 
the hospitals in France. 
* * 
On Saturday noon, November 12, 
Dr. Ogilby spoke before the W ellesk'" 
Alumnae at Hartford, 1and on Sunda 
he preached at Choate School and I 
Berkshire School. 
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hands of a strong Bard team in a many seemingly certain goals he has. 
game played at Bard. The home kept the Blue and Gold eleven from 
team took an early lead when it suffering far worse defeats than t hey 
scored a goal in the first quarter. t:xperienced. Bates and Smith are 
The second period saw the t eams play good players who will leave a gap in 
evenly, but in the third period the thE' Trinity lineup which ",Mac" will 
Bard t eam sank another goal. In spite find it difficult to remedy. Captain 
of desperate efforts on the part of Fran Hope is a very skillful soccer 
the Blue and Gold hooters, the game man and has outplayed most of his. 
ended with the score still 2-0·. opponents this year. 
This year Coach McCloud will lose As a necleus for his next year's 
by gradua tion Greg Gaboury, Ed team, Coach McCloud has left over 
Smith, Lloyd . Bates, and Captain four Juniors and ten Sophomores. He 
Fran Hope. It will be hard to fill can also count on some promising ma-
Gaboury's place at goal. By stopping . teria l from the Freshman team. 
ALUMNI , • 
Subscribe to THE TRINITY REVIEW 
A purely li te r a r y m agazine, publi sh ed t w ice each year b y 
the under g r a du ate . The p u r po e of THE TRINITY REVIEW 
is to stimula t e c r ea t ive e ffo rt a m on g t h e studen t . Its publica-
tion will d ep end upon t h e sal e o f subscript ions . 
75 Cents Per Copy; $1.50 Yearly Subscription 
Assure its success b y fillin g out the bl ank b el ow. A tta ch 
che ck for $1. 50 a nd f orwa rd to .T osias J. Cr omwell, Editor-in-
Chie f of THE TRINITY R E VIEW, Trinity College, H a rtford, 
Conn. 
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... is the word 
s;:,lful is the word that best describes 
Chesterfield's can't-be-copied ble~d 
It is the RIGHT COMBINATION of 
mild ripe home-grown and aromatic 
Turkish ... the world's best cigarette 
tob;:tccos ... that makes Chesterfield 
different from all other cigarettes. 
And it's the skillful blending 
of these tobaccos with each other 
• • . for flavor, for aroma, for 
mildness and for taste, that has 
made Chesterfield the cigarette 
in which millions of smokers find 
a new pleasure in smoking. 
esterfield 
••• the blend that can't be copied 
••• a HAPPY COMBINATION of the 
world's best cigarette tobaccos 
Copyright 1938, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co~ 
